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Some Uardea hiats.
Gather the cucumbers daily.
Cut
with a sharp knife close to the vine.
With «orne radishes are merely ao
early vegetable. Have them all summer
by planting at different times.
Anything on the farm can hardly
afford more real satisfaction than raising
plenty of drst-class vegetables for home
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overworked.

The

it Is kept going in the garden the
better the results.
Give some of the surplus vegetables to
toy poor or aged people you may know.
They will appreciate the simple gift.
A small box to sit upon in a great back
Mver in
the garden. Try one when
more

picking the

currants.
Plant rows far enough apart to get
hrough with a horse and cultivator.
1'his makes frequent cultivation an easy
natter.
It does not look just ritcbt to see
lowers planted in the vegetable garden.
Save a garden for each.
Vegetables should never be taken to
narket covered with dirt. It pays to
clean food always atnose them, as

;racte customer*

tirot vegetables appear
When the
uark some of the best specimens. Let
ill understand they are reserved for
feed.
If the garden needs raiu, do not let it
mffer. It will be time well spent to
:arry a few pails of water for plants
which need it most.
The man who lives largely from his
garden has no fear of adulterated prodHe get* the very best and can
tic's.
proudly invite a king to his table.
Too many gardens are without the reliable rhubarb. This plant is easily cultivated and cau be served in so many
should
erupting ways that every family
be well supplied.
will
be
well
A small garden
managed
one itu
more satisfactory than a larger
properly cared for. Sever plant more
thao you inteud to give the very best
In many places a fence of poultry netting ar -uud the garden is a'most a necessity, to prevent cats ami dogs fr un do
They cau do a deal of mismg damage.
chief to freshly planted beds.
cabbage and beet
turnip,
Young

make the best of greens. It is
South Paris.
but a small j >b to plant these at different
of
line
All kinds of work in the
timet*, aud they can be bad all summer.
Do everything on time, or if possible
j.«f
Veterinary Surgery.
little before time, and the garden work
will be much easier. By all means do
not let the weeds get the upper hand.
Keep them out
Other farm work should not rob the
37 Western A?e., Sonlli Paris, Maine.
garden of its full share of time On the
welfare of the garden depend many
good meals and dollars saved from the

plants
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Men Wanted.

■
Chauffeur or
Automobile Engineer.

Be

We

nee<l

men

to

train, tn three weeks,
weekly. Kasy
vaylng I-' to
Best
t
>ur».
Sprln# positions now
of sueUiar.ijie work. Five year·
FOKTI.ANU AUTO CO..
w

■»
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i'orUand. Maine.

E. W.

CHAYDLEK,

Builders' Finish !
r

.'.rfh DOORS and WINDOWS of any
-.yle at reasonable prices.

AWindow & Door Frames.
tr

IneMe οι
»i : >f any kind of Finish for
Pine Lum
w
-i, send In your orders.
thin/ties on hand Cheap for Cash.

Sawing an4 Job Work.

,

V .;.hed i'lne

E.
W

Sheathlu* for Sale.

(IIWhl.tK,

\V.

Maine.

Sumner,

A. C. LORD,

15 vears expert Watchmaker with Bigelow.
Kennard it Co., Boston.
All Work
Guaranteed.
A little out of the way
but it pays to walk.
CLOCKS

HATCHES.
AN»

JEWELBÏ.

With Hobbs' Variety Store. Norway, Me.

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

Optician.
a

Lowest Prices in Oxford Gounty.
NORWAY, MAINE.

Elaine Steamship Line

Mrert between Portland and New Tork
*«eamer» leave Franklin Wharf
»nd Saturdays at β » p. «.. also
Mon. lays, 10au Α. M
June Ï3 to September S.

Tuesdays.

Thurw!»y<
inclusive.

Boston and Portland Line

Leave franklin Wharf. Portland, week «lays at
Ρ m·. Sundays a.W p. m
Returning leave
"•*ton week «la?» and
Sundays at 7 p. m.
Steamship* Kan»om B. Fuller and Bay State.
Fare between Portland and Boston

»··«. staterooms 9t.«MI and tt.SO.
International Line Steamship Calvin Austin
*n<l Uov. Cobb leaves Boston at 9 a. a· Mon
•'aye, Wednesdays and Fridays. Portland J p.
™ for
K**tport. Lubec and st John, Ν. B.

Portland and Korltlnud Line
s,e*'?<!r Monhegan leaves Portland on Tue·

Tburs-lays
""eklan.l and

•'ays

and Saturdays at 7

lnterme<llate landings.

a. m.

Portland and Boothbaf Line
and Fridays
^e^lay.
and

noothtiay
Express

at T.w) a. m. for Kas
Intermediate landings.
Service for Freight; all rates lnclni' ι

Marine insurance.
Por reservations and all Information add re*
M. A.
CLAT. Agent, Franklin Wharf, Portland
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horse to increased effort, now and then
cursing outright In the grip of a fever

φ
·

Isb Impatience.
Save when he leaned forward for this
arcing the man sat slouching and limp,
the mark of the vagrant Ishmael on
every line of body and limbs.
The woman was tense, rigid, ber face

face]

hopeless
"They're pushln'

as pretty hard. Bill,"
suid Colouel Todhunter. "I've fought
"eui the best 1 knew how. but Steve
Yancey's crowd Is workln' Tom's case
ngnlnst us better'n I thought was possible among folks tbat know you like
our Mizzoorab Democrats know you.
suh. It's enough to make a dog sick to
M*e
bow easy people can be turned
against a man wben he's in trouble.
I'll just be double whlpsawed If it

|

"That's all right, Thure," replied the
"Don't you g» worother listlessly.
rying yourself any longer about my
I knew 1 wus beat the mincampaign
ute they got Tom's trouble to use as a
But what hurts
weapon agaiust me.
me most now. Tburs, is that Governor Leslie Is
tinding it impossible to
raise that campaign fund wc counted
1'ui licked, and I've hurt you
»n
mighty bad ai the same time.'
But Colonel Todhunter tired up at
this. "I'll be shot full o' holes if you're
"And 1
licked—yet!" he exclaimed.

ain't hurt uny till you hear me boiler,
Don't you misunderstand me. Bill
suh
1 ackuowledge that we've
Strickland
gut a hard row to hoe, but tbat ain't
no sign we ain't a-goin' to hoe it
Anyway. by Godfrey, we'll make an everThe next
las tin' kikhI stagger at it
best thing to liviu' victorious is dyln
pme. suh!"
Colonel Strickland shook bis bead.
"There's mighty little tight left in me."

he spoke sadly.
"I'll do the llghtlu'," retorted Colonel
Todhuuter. Then he looked his friend
anxiously In the face "How's Tom's

case goin'?" lie asked.
"It looks mighty black," answered
the other, "it's going to be a political
trial, bittei as sin. because the old
Bang counts on Tom's couvlctlon to
The
drive me out of Missouri polîtes
evidence in the case is all agaiust the

boy.

The courtroom

will

be

packed

Yancey heelers—there's uo way
prevent it- and they'll make every
demonstration possible to intiuence the
And every man counected with
Jury
the court wears the gang's collar, even
If we ask
to Judge Plttman himself.
for a change of veuue we'll Jump from
the frying pun Into the tire, because
my enemies Lave got the whipliand
anywhere we turn. Old fellow. 1 believe they'll huve my boy's life before
thev
wr
tlirouch!" The speaker's
voice broke lu spite oî him.
with

to

Colonel Tod h notera fuce grew bard
"No. they won't!" be said
and grim
stubbornly. "They can't do 1L They
ain't got nothln against Tom but clr
cunistautial evidence, and it surely
ought to be mighty hard here in Ninever to couvict a boy like Tom. well

known and comin' of a family that's
IIveil here bo long, on circumstantial
They'll try to do It.
evidence alone
Totn'll get the
Bill, but they can't

benefit of tbe doubt"
There was something deeply pathetic
In this eager clutchiug at the one remaining βtrand of hope. The two old
friends were now making tbelr way
Suddenly
toward the Jail to *-e Tom
they came face to face with Mrs. Tod
hunter aud Mary
The girl advanced directly toward
them with outstretched hand, ber moth-

following.
"Howdy. Colonel Strickland!" she
•aid. her voice trembling a llttla "You

er

are on

you?"

your way to visit Tom. aren't

"Yes. Miss Mary," replied Tom's fa
ther quietly. 'The trial begins tomorrow. and I only left him to meet Colonel Todhunter. and he's returning with
me."

"Colonel Strickland," said Mary
lutely, though ber voice shook

The Wisdom of the Ancients.
We farmers of to-day sometimes get
live in a
very conceited, thinking we
know-it-all age. But the old Romans
knew a thing or two about farming.
Read the following from Cato, the great
Roman statesman, and see if you know
of anyone nowadays who could give better advice:
"When you have decided to purchase
do
a farm be careful not to buy rashly;
not spare your visits and be not content
with a single tour of Inspection. The
more you go, the more will the place
please you if it be worth your attention,
nor heed to the appearance of the neigh-

resomore

than ever. "I want you to carry a measure to Tom from me."
There was a curious little pause
Mrs Todhunter laid ner band gently
on her daughter's arm. but tbe girl
moved away from the touch, not harsh-

as If she felt It to be a protest
want you to give Tom my love,
Colouel Strickland," she said. "And 1
want yon to tell him, from me, that I
don't believe oné word of these awful
charges ngalnst him—not one wordeither ubout Stum Tucker or abont

ly, yet
"1

borhood—a flourishing country should

show its prosperity. When you go in
look about so that when needs be, yon
Choose a placc
can Hod your way out.
which bas not often changed ownership,
that bai
one which is sold unwillingly,
buildings in good repair. Beware thai
the experl
you do not rashly condemn
It is better to buy from
ence of others.
successfully and
a man who has farmed
baild well."
These very practical words full of wis
dom were uttered nearly 2000 years be
fore the birth of Christ. Sometime) 1
that is sufficient at least to take the conceit out of us that have so greatly dis
tanced the ancients in farming knowl
edge or business shrewdness.—Hoard'i ,

Dairyman.

Nothing Truer.

A writer in an agricultural excbangi »
says:
"By use of high class bulls, cbolci
herds have been bred from cows of ordi
one ever made asuo
nary merit, but no
cess
breiedinf good cows to an indif

by
ferant bull."

every word of it, an< I
dairy farmers ar
looking for a cheap bull, regardless ο r
whether he bas the power to breed 01 {
and up. "Ob, he Is marked all right1
they will tell you. It makes a rlgb t
thinking breeder fairly groan when h ,»
sees men with splendid opportunities s
band take suoh a low-down view of tb ι
production of desirable dairy cows.-

gospel,

ten

Hoard's Dairyman.

Anything that adds to the comfort c
the work team and helps to keep thei
In condition, pats cash in the owner' ι
pocket and adds credit to hie account.

that—that girl!"
And as she epoke Mary Todhunter
burst out crying. She dabbed piteously at her fuce with her handkerchief,
unable to control her emotions. Then,
sobbing, she turned away with her
mother, no other word being spoken.
"God bleus that girl of yours, ThursP
spoke Colonel Strickland, his own voice
unsteady. "She's good grit clear
through—and, somehow, she gives me

eourage than I've had for many
a day.
They haven't got Tom yetand they'll have the fight of their lives
before they do get hlml"
"That's tbe talk!" cried Colonel Todhunter. "Face 'em that way, Bill, and
we'll make 'em strain their souls for
more

every Inch they try to gain! They got
to do it—by the good God op yonder In
them skies. Bill, they got to do It!"
But tbe little flicker of encouragement caused by · girl's brave words
soon died away In the somber shadow
of Tom Strickland's prison. It was two
very weary and gray faced old men
who came away from the prisoner an
hour later and parted at tbe Jail'· front
each to go to bis own home.
Tbnt eveulug Colonel Todhunter went
by appointment to the Strlcklund home
for a conference with Tom's father and

Major Gentry Dryden, leading counsel
It was nearly midfor the defense.
night when be returned to his own

home.
He found Aunt Mlrandy Ransom
there. The old negress rose, trembling,
ut sight of him. ber black hands flut·
tering towiird blm in Instinctive glad·
uess of welcome.
"Brww Gawd, yo' done come!" she
cried
"1 been eatin' my ole heart oui
waltia' fo* το*, suhl

Kunn'l Todbuttfi

gry scora
'That can't be helped now. colonel,"
he made answer. "I got to do m.v duty,
woman or no woman!"
"I ain't askiu' you t> do anything
less'n your duty. .11m," replied Colonel
"And I'm Just ah responsiTodhunter
ble us you nre. Hut I'm sorry, aud I'm
If there's any serious trou
afraid too
ble I hope there'll be some way o'

eeeln* tbnt the girl don't get hurt"
"She won't If she behaves herself,"
said the other. "But she's got to do
that, for there nin't goin' to be no time
You've got to for
for foolishness.
get the girl piirt of this business If you
want to come àflt on top. Colonel Tod

bunter."

set always to the front It was framed
(n bv a shuwl thrown over her head
and "drawn about her shoulders. Once
or twice ber glnnce went furtively to
the man beside her. Fear and distrust
Her hands were
were In her eyes
tightly clasped together as they lay in

"1 reckon
Colonel Todhunter sighed
that's straight. Jim." he agreed.
The two rode on abreast without fur
ther word» until the.v reacbed the cross

woods stretched on either side
Their stillness was proof the rond
The enveloping gloom seemed
found
The woman
as of the grave Itself.
shuddered and drew her shaw, clocer.
"Lord ha' mercy!" she spoke.
can't do It. Jesse-I cnn't! It's worse η
murder-worsen what's been done

shnnty."

hTJenpP

ain't!"

j

when broadcasted.

Side bv side they eat In a light road

wagon drawn by a rawboned horse
whose long and swift stride told of its
selection for this special serrfce.
The man. gaunt, swarthy, with keen
black eyes that gleamed alertly from
under the wide brim of a weather bea
en sombrero, seemed 111 content, how
ever, with the progress being ronde.
Almost Incessantly he urged the

It proved to be a eoul wearying battle. full of buttling chagrin and disappointment Ou the very eve of the
trial of Tom Strickland for the killing
of S tu in ford Tucker, Colonel TodhunHe was met
ter returned to Nineveh.
by Colonel Strickland, whose
seemed now not only haggard, but

Never pasture too closely. Leaves ar B
in rows, for the taogi essential to plant growth, and enoug a
better
rows
will walk between the
! should always be left to promote a goo
side, and not breal growth of plants.
eating from either
to

rill

0

accident she will pay for that new
milk. For nowadays we know enough
to head off bowel troubles by raw eggs,
dry grain instead of gruel, Linseed meal
in sparing quantities, and the milk boiled at first sign of intestinal disturbance.
—Cor. ία Ν. E. Homestead.

True as

Copyright 1911. by the Bobbe-Mer-

•

Home

yet nine out of

D. SAUNDERS

•

broadcast on freshly plowed land
off the month-old ones.
aud harrowect in. But I have found put
It is a different proposition when raisthat there is always some of the seed
ing a calf. You know her lineage, and
lust by this method in a dry time.
her looks guarantee a reasonably sucbetter
that
It has been my experience
cessful dairy cow. Unless she meets
a
are obtained

and the
If the orop cannot be pastured
with harvines are likely to interfere
will be necesvesting a crop of fruit, it
break them down, in
sary to roll or
winter
which shape they make a good
malch. Then the following spring they
under or worked into the
can be plowed
soil with » disk barrow.
the same
Tte soy bean requires much
treatment as the cowpea. Its upright
to grow
growth makes it ft good crop
are objec
where the vines of the cowpea
more seed
ttonabi·. It will produce
fats and aat
which is richer In protein,
than the cowpea.
have to the soy bear
One objection I
the seed pop out from th<
U, when ripe,
However, tha ι
sun.
effect of the hot
used as * f®rtll,zer
matters little when
be planted deep, es
The seed should not

By RIPLEY

Î

sowu

free nitrogen.
For this and other reasons, land that
cruets over or bakes after a rain should
be cultivated before the crust forms and
the surface kept loose.
I find that the most profitable reaults
will be obtained from the crop by pasturThe fertility
ing it with sheep or hogs.
removed by the stocks amount· to little:
of
in fact, the most valuable elements
and
fertility for the orchard, potash
left by
phosphoric acid, are nearly alland
phosthe stock. I mention potash
I
phoric acid as the most valuable—this
find to be the case when leguminous
for fertilizing the orcrops are grown

TODHUNTER!

•

j

j

.····*·

We'll be tliere pretty soon too."
Colonel Todhunter's face was grim
"I bate to think of Lottie-May Doggett!" he spoke. "It's mighty bad.
mighty Jbnd. sub. I feel that sorry for
poor old Rafe Doggett Lord. Lord, the
shame of It all is a-goln" to kill that

Through the after midnight blacknes»
old man!"
that was soon to change Into the gray good
The wiry little man to whom he
man
«
dawn
fugitive
of a cloud «wept
spoke snapped bis Jaws together in anand woman fled.

! of Missouri

j

results
by thorough preparation of the seed bed, then planting
in rows about thirty inches apart and
cultivating shallow, keeping the surface
level until they shade the ground.
It will be noticed that the difference
in yield is more marked on poor thau on
land well supplied with butnus. Even
then the seed saved and the benefit to
the soil of good cultivation are worth
taking into consideration.
If this method of planting is practiced,
sufficient for
one bushel of seed will be
four acres. The seed should not be
planted until the ground is in condition
to germinate it without delay.
It should be remembered that the cowand the seed
pea is from a warm climate
will decay sooner than corn in a cool,
damp soil. In ground that has been
settled by rain, the roots of the plants
are deprived more or less of the benefits
from the air circulating through the surface of the soil. The air should penetrate the soil. It is essential to the
the
best development of the plant and to
life of the bacteria which collect this

Colonel

]

the cob.
To burn sulphur in a poultry house
combustible matter.
first remove all
Then put an old iron kettle into a dishpan and place on four brick in the middle of the house. In the kettle put
in a
some cobs which have been soaked
solution of one part of pine tar to four
parts of kerosene, sprinkle the sulphur
Be sure
over the cobs and set on fire.
to have everything arranged so as to beat
a hasty retreat from the room and close
cost of living.
the door quickly, as the salpbur fumes
are suffocating.
Sulphur burned in this
Leguminous Crops Fertilize Trees.
manner will penetrate every crevice as
Tlie growing of leguminous crops for
well as covering the surface and aid·
orchard fertilizers should be more genwonderfully in purifying the building
at
tban
present.
erally practiced
One
ind in destroying poultry vermin.
1 have grown such crops in my orof turpentine may be added to the
chard for severai years with remarkably pint
half gallon of kerosene as well as the
pleasing results, as it has remained in
Once a
tar with beneficial results.
the very best physical condition. The pine
month is none too often to burn sulphur
details of the growth, cultivation ami
in every poultry house.
utility of legumes are subjects for study
and consideration. Their roots peneQive the Calves Whole Milk.
trate deeply into the soil, making it
Give the Dew calf new milk; give it to
or
more
and
more porous
decompose
her a month, or better, two months.
le>«s of the hardest substances with
The calves I intend to raise are given
which tbey come in contact. The routs
whole milk after they go on grass, and
also support bacteria which have the
It is a joy to see I
of dry grain to boot.
power to change «he free nitrogen
them grow, and they never lose their ι
The thick epithe air into plaut food
tlesh. It sounds expensive, buta
dermis of the leave* prevents rapid evap baby
heifer that is to give you a profit over
oration from their surfaces, the heavy
her keep, (o nay nothing of the possibilfoliage, shading the grouud and checkity of making a world beater, is worth a
ing the loss of moisture by the direct month or two, or eveo three, of new
action of the sun aud wind, at the same I
milk.
time keeping the temperature of the soil
I know a farmer who fed all his new
at a low point through the hot months
milk from 20 grade Holsteins to vealing
was
used.
better than if clear cultivation
calves, and made it pay, too, as long as
The cowpea is the more generally
he c >uld secure big calves. He slaughcultivaof
methods
different
aud
known
tered them himself, wrapped tbem in
tion are practiced. The common plan I
their own bides, and shipped tbem to a
here in Illinois is to plow the land, harbig center. I tried the same thing, to
row it once or twice and plant the seed
avuid milking, but it was only now and
with a wheat drill or double row with a
then that I could obtain promising,
Sometimes the seed is
corn planter.
thrifty calves to put on the cows wheu I

foi

Steamer Catherine leaves Portland Mondays

j

*uch purposes.
Food has a great deal to do with the
production of eggs. A hen is only a machine for turning various kinds of food
into eggs and unless we furnish this material we need not expect to get many
aggs, for it is from this that eggs are
manufactured.
Hens should be allowed to run out of
iloors freely during the winter except at
such times as they might be in danger of
They may be
freezing their combs.
keptconSned wi'h perfect safety during
any period of st-vore weather if they are
kfpt busy scratching in straw to give
tiiein exercise.
Charcoal is a health promoter for the
fowls. If you will put some ears of corn
in a hot oven and let them burn quite
black and feed when the grain gets cold
enough you will perhaps be astonished
to see how greedily the poultry will partake of the charred corn. Give such a
feed every two weeks. We do not mean
that the fowls should have to depend on
the charred grain for the meal, but an
opportunity to eat what they wish from

care.

ME.

PARIS.

SOUTH

great waste.
The hoe cannot be

»

.irs :
3tj, by
i veo to

N'o garden should be without its row
of mustard. It is excellent for greens,
salads and garnishing.
Three good stalks of corn are enough
to a hill.
Crowding will mean less corn
and a poor quality.
The garden will be greatly benefited
by cultivation when partly dried after a
heavy rain. The soil should not be allowed to harden.
Do not gather fruit or vegetables till
fully matured, when intended for home
It is
use, as maDy seem inclined to do.

yo' got some mighty quick an' ticklish
wu'k cut out fo· yo' ef yo' gwlne save
Mare' loin Strickland's life—das buccome I byar now to tell yo* erbout It
subi"

Notes.

Cement floor· ahoald be well covered
with strew. The bare floor is too bard
and too cold.
Keep the grit, ahell and charcoal boxe·
filled, also fill the water fonntalu twice
a day in winter, says The Fruitman and
Oardener.
A cabbage hang where biddy can peck
at it will not only balance her ration,
but furnish entertainment (or her as
well.
Roosts so narrow that birds must be
continually straining to keep their balance will canse tbem to lay soft shelled
eggs.
Roosts should be made low or near the
ground. Heavy fowls can not fly high,
and light fowls injure their feet in jumping from a high perch.
Allow every hen from four to six feet
of floor space; better six. Ten inches
each of roosting space is not too much.
The roosts should be placed at least
eighteen inches apartOne poultryman reports excellent results in egg laying from feeding oats.
The oats are cooked about a half hour at
night till thoroughly boiling, then placed
in the hay box and biddy has them soft
and hot for her breakfast.
There are various methods used for
ventilating poultry houses, but the best
and simplest is to allow the fresh air to
come in uoobstructed except by a mue
lin screen. Remove the window sash
and tack on muslin in its place. Enough
air will enter to keep the house dry and
sanitary, but there will he no breeze even
in very stormy weather.
When fowls produce deformed or soft
shelled eggs they should have all stimulating food withheld from them fora
time. Hard grain should take the place
of soft food and some Epsom salts, about
a teaspoon, added to every pint of drinking water supplied until a cure is effected. If narrow perches are used, replace
thero with wider ones.
In breeding for eggs, the main requirement is first-class, healthy, vigorous
«took. Such fowls well managed and
properly fed cannot help but produce
eggs. We must have vitality and constitutional vigor in fowls that are to be
any good as egg machines or as breeders.
Dnly first-class stock should be kept for

Correspondence

BUCK.

L.

Poultry

liUD THE PLOW."

Moderate.

ttra»

ρ

AMONG THE FARMERS.

PARK,

U·

«'ready!*'

...
The man laid a cruel lash acroes his
"You fool!" he muthorse's flunks.
"It's high time 1 brung you
tered.
awnv! You lovesick fool!"
The girl's eyes flashed sullenly.
•That word's a Her' she retorted
••Ain't I goln' with you? And would
I be a-dolu that if 1 was lovesick for

somebody else?

It's a

and

lie.

you

know it!"
"If you had stay
The man laughed
ed where vou was you'd h' blabbed
the whole thing out and you'd be in
lall now 'stead o' him."
Suddoulv the woman threw her arms
upward. "It'll ha'nt me to my dyln
"1 ought to ba told
dav!" she cried
1 wish 1
1 wish 1 had!
the truth!
It couldn't be no worsen it is
had!
now!"
••1 bav thut It could!" savagely re
"You keen your
turned the man.
mouth shut. I got all I can do to sa e
us as It Is. tboufn you waggln >our
tongue. You keep your mouth sbutl
The woman passed her hands o%er
_

ber face miserably.
The man ngaln slouched down In his
seat. Now and then his moody glance
turned apprehensively to his compan

l°°i-ve

done a whole lot for your sake
ι
Lottie-May," he spoke at last
could ha' got away loug ago. I in tak
And
In' big chances ou your account
you don't seem to care."
Doggetfs face grew
Lottie-May
shamed.
"Yes. 1 do. Jesse!" she ex

claimed.

"1
doln' for me

road.
"Here we are. colonel," spoke the lit
tie man. bis voice low. "It's a safe bet
they're layln' up till dark In that old

The two riders checked their hvrses
to a walk.
Sudderly a woman's shriek broke the
"For God's sake. Jesse!" the
stillness
"You ain't a goin' to kill
cry sounded
like a dog, nre you?"
Instantly, hearing the cry. Colonel
Todhunter pressed his horse to a full
Ills companion did the same
gallop
They threw themselves from the sadme

dle In front of the cabin. Colonel Tod
hunter hurled bis weight against the
It yielded, and he plunged Indoor.
tide.

A girl knelt in the center of the dark
little hut. Her bands were uplifted In
entreaty. Over her stood a man with a
His face was
knife raised to strike
black with rage.
Colonel Todhunter covered him with
"Hands up,
a swiftly drawn pistol.
Chickasaw! We'll 'tend to Lottie-May

ourselves—and to you. This is the sheriff o' Ralls county I got with me."
The mttn turned. He looked Into the
muzzles of two revolvers, the sheriff
being well nigh as quick to draw a>
Cèlonel Todhunter. Their menace did

The man saw
u6t Invite, resistance.
this truth Instantly. Colonel Todhunter's steady eyes held his. The colonel
epoke to the girl without looking at her.
"Git off there to one side, Lottie-

May," he said. "Quick!"
The girl sprang from under the knife.
"Thank God, you come, Colonel Todhunter!" she cried. "Thank God—oh,
thank God!"
And at the girl's cry the man laughed
aloud.

He threw his knife to the floor.

know Just what yon re
The only show 1 go Is
Aud you mustn t
you.

him!"
Far in the east the gray dawn

two

were

haggard and worn.
"Yes, I'm the only one!" cried Lot
tie-May Doggett suddenly. "And thut's
what I'd do now if I had the chance-

I ain't thinkin'
tell the whole truth.
I ain't tbiukln' no
no more about me.
I'm thinkin' about
more about you.
Tom Strickland!"
A forlorn aud dilapidated cabin was
revealed iu a barren little opening
ahead. The man laughed aloud as he

it
"You'll have to take It out In think
In'. Lottie-May!" he exclaimed trlum
phantly "I've got yon now where you
When you aud me leave that
are safe.
shack tonight there'll be no more talk
We'll
o' you savin' Tom Strickland.
be beaded straight for Oklahoma then,

saw

and uothln' can stop us!"
The girl's eyes rested on the miserAn ominous light
able little cabin
was in them. The man drew up at the
hut aud assisted bis companion from
lie pushed open a creakthe wagon.
The cabin's interior showed
ing door

black and forbidding.
"That's where we stay till night
"I'll take the horse and
time." hr xald
seen
wagon round where they won't be
If anybody happens to come along.
And I don't want uo more o' your

foolishness. Lottie-May!"
The girl started as If struck. "Don't
"I
talk to me like that!" she cried.
I ain't got to do
ain't your nigger yet.
1 don't feel like doln'. You're

anything

takln' too much for granted, Jesse!"
The man seemed to lose all patience
at this. Grasping the girl by the shoul
ders be forced her into the· hut Then
A moment later he
he disappeared
returned.
Tbo girl was standing against tbi*
Her face was buried In her
wall
Sobs shook her body. The man
arms.
closed the door behlud him.

CHAPTER XIII.
Capture and Trial.

miles back, on tbe road along
which the fugitlvea bad come,
two men on horseback were gal
loplug swiftly Id pursuit One
waa tall, with cool gray blue eyes un
der shaggy brows, gray hair, white
mustache and an old fashioned imperial His seat in tbe saddle waa that
of a seasoned cavalryman. The other
waa small, wiry, with a smooth shaven,
hardset face, a mouth like a steel trap,

FIVE

cold basei eyes that kept themselves
fixed on tbe road ahead.
"We oughtn't to be very fur behind
'era now, Jim," spoke tbe first man
"Th' ain't no way they could ha' dodg
ed from tbe main road, la there?"

MNo, colonel, they ain't." returned
"Not till tbey come to the
old dirt road that leads to tbe cabin
I told yon about Tbat'a where they're
headln' for, Colonel Todhunter, and it's
where we're goin' to run upon 'em
the other.

ing
ing.

On the following day the accused
lmd openly insulted Tucker In the barroom of the Nineveh hotel and had
knocked him down a short time later
when the}" again met In the sn:..e place.
It was generally believed that there
would be a bloody eucouutcr between
them before the campaign Hi.sod Other
associates of the dead man and the accused testified to the same facts.
Mrs. Todhunter. whose appearance
us a witness for the state was a dra-

Cromwell, you—you done
gimme yo' wu'd dey ain't no harm
a-comln' to me ef I tells dat?" he cried
appealingly. "And you done tole me
I hatter tell It. whur* I wants to er

Ain't dat so?"
The law
"That la the truth, Abe.
compels you to testify to the facts of
this
your knowledge bearing upon
case. And It I» the law's Intent that uo
harm shall come to you for so doing."
The witness begun In a low voice.
»Dey wa'n't nothin* happened to me
'twell I come nigh to dat ar hog path
what cuts off inter de bottoms," he
ne.

"Dese fo' I got dnr. suh, 1 heern
shootin'—one shot and den anntirr'.
hit seem lak ter me, suh. I was skeered when I hear dnt ar shootin' and
eeem lak I better not go on ter whur
Mistah
I sho' ter run smack Into It
Cromwell—yass, suh. I's a-tellin' It

said.

ter de Jury, suh. So huccome 1 done
hid in de brush side o' de road, suh,
layln' flat on de groun'. And dur I

stayed, suh."

The witness hesitated.
"Go on," said the prosecuting attor"Tell the Jury precisely what
ney.
happened next."
"I lay dar. lak 1 say," resumed the
witness, "when all of a sudden lak a
man come down de road fum whar 1
He pass straight
heern de shootin'.
by me on de road, and he seem to be
staggerin' lak. He was talkin' to Ills
Bc'f as he pass whar I was hidln' in
He had his pistol swlugln'
de brush.
In his band, suh, lak a mail what was
too excited to put it back at ter be use

It, suh."
The prosecuting attorney moved

a

"You saw
step nearer the witness.
that man plainly. Abe?" he asked.
"You got a gootl look at his face?"
"Yass, suh. Hit was a bright moon
was
pitifully
matic surprise and who
ulght. I seen dat ar man dess
light
agitated, testified to tile fact of the as plain as I done see you dis hyar
accusation made against Thomas W.
minuit, suh."
Strickland by Lottie-May Doggett at
"Did you recognize him?"
the
and
by
hop given
the reception
I knowed him soon's 1
"Yass. suh.
her
testiand
Nineveh Light Infantry,
set eyes on bis face, suh."
mony was supported by that of several
"Do you see him iu this courtroom
other ladles who heard the accusation. now ?"
Nicholas Bledsoe, the bartender in
"Yass. eub."
the saloon frequented by the Yancey"Point him out to the Jury, Abe."
of
facts
the
to
testified
Tucker faction,
The negro, now feeling reassured, levthe
made
by
the two visits to his place
eled his blii« k linger at Tom Strickland
accused on the forenoon nnd evening
dramatically The eyes of the two. the
of tlie 'JOth day of July Just past. On
white man and the black, met. each
the occasion of the latter visit the acholding the other's as If fascinated
Stamford
that
him
told
had
cused
iu those or the witness there was a
whom
Lottie-May
man
Tucker was the
sort of bNtrlonlr relish of the value of
have
chargDoggett should rightfully
the situation tempered by a latent aped with her ruin; that the girl had
prehension In those of the accused
told him, the accused, of Tucker's
there was a strange and pitiful per
her secretly, and that he

meeting

meant to make Tucker acknowledge
the truth publicly or else kill him.
This witness* testimony established
the hour of 8:30 on that night as the
exact time at which Tom Strickland
had left the barroom to go out to the
Tucker home for the purpose of compelling Stamford Tucker to agree to
make such an acknowledgment or of
a

Luther Brad field, proprietor
hardware store in Nineveh, testified
that Thomas W. Strickland had purchased a revolver from him on the
morning after the opening of the
Strickland campaign in the Nineveh

that trial aud confess the truth.
You're the only oue on God's eurtb
that can save him. Ain't that so?"
As the
The girl's face whitened.
man spoke they had turned from the
pike road aud were going deeper luto
the woods. A scant light of day huil
the

W. Strlcklind and Stamford Tucker
since the ulyht of the clash between
Mctlmie at
the Strickland and
the opening rally of the Sirlcklund
campaign. The wltuess stated that the
accused at that time made threats to
"get even" with Tucker for attemptto break up the Strickland meet-

eyes.
"Mlstah

plexity.

"Dass him. suh," spoke the witness
was M 1st a h Tom Strickland what
I seeu passiu' me on dat ar road, suh
Lawdy massy! I doue kuow him since
he wa'n't uio'n knee high to a duck,

"Hit

"Hand· up, Chickaaaw."

Then, empty handed, he stood confront·
lng his captors.

*······
The trial of Torn Strickland had been
relentlessly hurried to the day of Its
closing by a political prosecution workthrough a complaisant Judge servile

ing

to machine influence.
From that early moment of the selection of a Jury the truth of u merciless
haste was in evidence. It wns explain
od by the court that there was imperative need for as little delay as might
be possible, the docket belug crowded
aud many cases remaining to be disof during the present term. The

posed
grim fact

was that Colonel Strickland's
enemies felt sure of a conviction and
determined that the verdict
were
should be rendered In time to remove

whatever peril of his nomination might
still remain.
The evidence scored heavily against
Tom from the start
There was plainly sounded a note of
somewhat insolent confidence, almost

like Jubilation, in the swift announce
ment of the state's readiness for trial.
Colonel Bill Strickland, gray and pinched of face, recognized its instant menHis closely shut lips broke their
ace.

rigid lines plteously, precisely as they
had done when Tom was brought into
court and took his seat confronting the

Jury.

At the same moment a swift flash of

anticipated triumph leaped Into the
eyes of old Ephraim Tucker, sitting
with the state's counsel. Tom's father
saw this, and his Jaws set hard at the
sight
"They're feeling pretty sure of a conviction," he whispered to Major Gentry
Dryden. "Is it likely they've obtained
evidence against Tom that we don't

know anything about?"
The lawyer shook his head. "1 hard
ly think so." he replied. "We've got a
line on all their witnesses, I bolieve.
I can't figure out how they'll be able
to spring a surprise on us."
But one sinister sentence in the proe
ecuting attorney's opening statement
to the Jury undeceived him.
"We shall prove,

gentlemen, beyond

a reasonable doubt" the state's counsel
said, "the motive which, we claim, led
Thomas W. Strickland to slay Stamford Tucker, and then"—moving α step
nearer to the Jury and lifting one hand

impressively—"havlug proved this,

we

shall establish by the testimony of an
eyewitness the fact of Thomas W.
Strickland's presence at the scone of
the murder at the time of its commis
eion

"

He Identified the weapon
town hull
taken from the accused at the time of
his arrest as the one thus purchased,
and stated that the bullet fouud in
Stamford Tucker's brain was fired
from a pistol of the same caliber.
Colonel Thurston T. Todbunter and
Miss Lottie-May Doggett bad not answered to their names when called as
The
witnesses for the prosecution.
sheriff sent to bring them into

deputy

court had returned later and announced
that he had been unable to find them.
This had occasioned much surprise;
but, as both the state and the defense
felt assured of their appearance at almost any moment, the examination of
other witnesses proceeded.
The case against Tom Strickland be
gan to assume its most ominous aspect
Immediately following the testimony
of Bradfield. the hardware dealer.
The

prosecuting attorney
a whispered

turned,

consultation with old Ephraim Tucker.
"Call Abraham L. Tolllver!" he said.
A negro man about forty years of
the
age took the stand In answer to
He seemed frightened
sheriffs cry.

smiling, from

and reluctant to testify.
"What is your name?"
"My name is Abram Lincoln Tolllver,

suh—dass my name."
"What Is your occupation, Abram—
what do you do to make a living?"
"Mostly I ketches fish, suh. I hunts
some, too, and I sets traps for coon

and mink down yander in de Black
Bottom swamps, suh."
"Where were you, Abe, on the night
of July 20 Just past?"
'Tart de time I wne right hyar In dis
heah town o' Nineveh, aud atter dat 1
went nn ray way to whar I done got
my canip In de bottom lands, suh."
"What time did you leave the town
of Nineveh to go to your camp In the
Black Bottoms?"
"I 1er dess a 1Γ1 while atter half atter 8, suh."

"How do you know this?"
"
'Case I done ax Ben Dalton, de culInd man whar I been vlsitln', what was
de time dess as I was a-teilln' him

goodbv, suh."
"What road did you take to go to

your camp In the Black Bottoms?"
"Why. suh. 'cose I took'n de Black
Bottoms rond, suh—leas'ways 'twell I
comes to a 11*1 hog path what leads
down Into de big swamps ofifn dat-ar

road, suh."

"How far is It from town before you
to that hog path, Abe?"
"Dess 'bout'n a mile, euh, ter de bee*
ο' my knowledge and speakln' sorter
offhand lak. suh."
"Do you know where the Tucker
place Is on the Black Bottoms road?"

come

"Yass, suh."
"Is that path of which yon speak

more or

lens than

er

as

halfway

to the Tuck-

you go out from town?"
"Hit dess a li'l ino'n halfways, suh."
"Now, Abram." and the prosecuting

place

SANCTUARY IN ENGLAND.
Πι· Principle Still Survive· to a Limited Degree.
Much water lias flowed under London bridge since the British criminal
:ould defy the strong arm of the law
the single expedient of escaping to

by

nearest

the

church

or

hospital

and

claiming the protection of the "sanctulry," for down to the early Stuart
lays Great Britain had thousands of
|uet such refuges for the criminal,
from cathedrals and royal palaces to

of towns and cities, where th·

scores

guilty of felony could laugh with
Impunity at the officers of law and
Justice for a period ranging up to
If within that time he
forty days.
man

chose to go before the coroner, clothed
In penitence and sackcloth, and confess his guilt, he was free to quit the
realm without any hand daring to
stay him.
Although no such nsylum exists today for the criminal, the principle of
tho "sanctuary" still manages to survive. This pr* llege refers only to
civil offenses and not to crimes as In

the olden days. and yet the privileges
of considerable value.
No clergyman can be arrested within the walls of his church or while he
is going to or returning from his duty.
Bishops and archbishops are still more
for not one of them can be
are

protected,

haled before a majdstrate even though
the cause is a crime, unless the king
especially commands It. Nor even up
to the present time has any warrant
an effect within the precincts of any
of the king's palaces.—Chicago Trlb
une.

COLORS OF THE SKY.
And Their Connection With Stormy or
Sunshiny Weather.
In "Our Own Weather" Edwin C.
Martin, after noting the Indications of
weather shown by barometric readthe variations of the winds und

ings,

their meaning, the ever changing
forms of the clouds, shows how the
colors of the sky act as weather signs:
Ordinary observation has gathered
a great number of weather slgus from
simply the ever varying colors of the
eky. Among the more familiar and re-

liable ones are:
A bright blue sky Is the sky of tine
weather.
A bright yellow sky nt sunset promlees winds, a pale yellow sky rain
and a "sickly greenish" sky both wind
and rain. A rosy sky ut sunset prombut a dark red sky
ises fair
at sunset promises rain. A red sky in
the morning promises wind or rain.

weatlny.

"A red sun has water in his eye."
"If the sun sets in dark, heavy
clouds, expect rain the next day."
Even a gray sunset indicates rain.
But a gray morning indicates a tine

day.

"When the sun draws water rain
follows soon."
And. finally, what In this connection
It would be perhaps the most reproachful of ull poslble omissions not to men-

suh!"
There was a sudden stir throughout
the courtroom, a movement of tense
excitement, followed by a sinister hush.
"After you saw aud recognized this
man," mild the prosecuting attorney,

tion:

"I laid right dar 'twell ho doi'o gone
He was a-:roln' in t«v
out o' sight, suh
'nrds town, and 1 dove keep my eyes
on him 'twell ho turn :: ben' in d" road
Den 1
and I cain't see him no uio'.
wait 'twell I sho' he ain't a-coiuln
back. Atter dat. I got up and started
on my way, keepin' In de shadow sld··

The Great White Shark.
The man eating fish par excellence I»
the (rrent white shark. It Is otherwise
known by the name of man eater. Occasionally specimens are seen on both
coasts of the United States, though its

"what

3' de road."

face.

"I—I had come purty nigh to do hog
whar I was to strike off Inter de
bottom lands." he resumed, "when I
stumbled ova h sump'ln a-layin' on de
çroun', part in de road and part In de

path

çrass side ο* de road."
He wiped his face with his open
palm. "Lilt was a man," he said—and
then, his voice solemn—"and de man
I seen de
lie been shot
was dead.
place whar he shot—right In de head,
twlx' de eyes, on'y des a ΙΓ1 bit high
When I stumble ovah him and
sr up.
ulgh fall 1 stretch out my hand, down
lak, and hit tech de place whur ho
been shot and got all bloody."
The negro shuddered.
"Did you see the face of tills man?"
tsked the prosecuting attorney.
"Yass. suh."
"Did you recoguize it?"
"Yass, suh."

"Abram," said the prosecuting attor
aey, "tell the Jury who the dead man
was whose body you thus found and
whose face you saw and recognized."
"lilt was young Mistuli Stamford
Tucker," the witness made answer
Ί knowed him, suh. dess us well ;is 1
»now Mistah Tom Strickland settln
right hyar 'to' my eyes, suh."
The prosecuting attorney waited a
moment, his shrewd eyes studying the
faces of the Jurors.
"Abe," he asked, "why didn't you at
>nce report the finding of Stamford
Tucker's dead body and the seeing of
Thomas W. Strickland, pistol In hand,
is he camu away from the spot where

that body lay ?"
The witness shook his head stubborn·
a
'Twau't none o' my business,
Iy
sub," be replied. "Hit's a mighty fool
nigger what goes mixin' hlss'ef up in a
shootln' scrape 'twlx' two white gent'
muu, suh. I was skeered ter do it, sub
-dass why-and I dess pick up my feet
ind make tracks fas' as I could to
whar my camp in de bottom lands was.
Kuh.
And you ain't heern no wu'd
bout'n what I seen, and you ain't had
me

Sailor's ilcllght:
Rainbow In tho

happened then?"

Dr.

"lie's goin' to be hung!" repeated
the girl. "And they ain't no way to
save him now!"
An evil mockery leaped Into the
man's face. "Oh, yes, there's a way,"
"You go back there to
be retorted.

of

hurried Into Nineveh and notified the
authorities.
8Imeon Birdsong testified that bad
feeling had existed between Thomas

your onmp In the Black Bottoms that
Toll It In your own way Just 88
"
It happened
looked at his questionwitness
The
er with apprehension In his childlike

night

Again the witness paused.
Longford, the county coronor.
"Well?" asked the prosecuting attor
testified to the established facts of the nov. "Tell the lurv what happened
verdict
inquest that had resulted in a
then, Abe."
holding Thomas \V. Strickland for the
The witness shullleil uneasily In his
Tucker.
killing of Stamford
of awe In his black
of a ;hair. something

Torn Strickland!" cursed the
"I'll be glad wheu be is bung!
man.
You've always been in love with hlin!"
η

faces

The dead man
sell pardon produce.
lay on his back Just at the edge of the
road. There was a bullet hole In his
A pistol, with one chamber
forehead
empty lay an Inch or two distant from
The witnesses had
his right hand.

VI«iA«»nh

hrpnkiner.

The

The evidence
cruelly agnlnst
Two witnesses, a
Tom Strickland.
farmer and his son. testified to finding
the dead body of Stam Tucker by the
roadside, at a point midway between
the Tucker home and the town of
Nineveh, at daybreak on the morn
Ing of the 27th day of July Just past
They were on their way Into town to
was

hostile meeting In the event
of his refusal.
White haired Mrs. Tucker, the dead
mau's mother; Katherine Tucker, his
In
sister, and Ellen Barry, domestic
the Tucker home, testified that Stamford Tucker had left the house at or
of the
η bout 8:30 o'clock on the night
20th of July past, saying that he might
be late In returniug. He had not told
them where ho was going. They had
believed he was going Into the town

save

come.

the state began.
It went forward with merciless precision and dispatch, a certainty and
rapidity so well ordered as to be overwhelming In moral effect

forcing

to go with
Her
think 1 don't appreciate It."
hands fluttered piteouely at her throat
"My Qod!" she cried, her voice break
"Tom Strickland's
Ing in anguish.
goln' to be hung! He's goln to be
hung! They ain't nothln* on earth can

"D

showed In Colonel Strickland's grizzled
conntenace. Tom's fnoe, a helpless per
plexlty In his eyes, went deadly white.
The atmosphere became tense with
the sudden dramatic grip of the situa
tlon thus created.
And the hearing of testimony for

fotched to yo' office, 'cept'n I

was

fool ernuff ter tell dat ar ole Ier'el
Fant what I mn ercross down in de

Sailor's warning.

morning:,

customary habitat Is In tropical
This frightful creature attains
It is
η length of nearly forty feet, and
able to swallow a man whole. This
fact Is proved by an experiment which
sailors are fond of making when such
more

waters.

shark Is captured. Tho skull being
preserved, they amuse themselves by

a

crawling one after another through the
distended Jaws. It would be unsafe to
has
do this, however, when the head
been freshly cut off. because under
such conditions the Jaws will snap tofor some time after·
ward If anything Is placed between

gether

fierce!.^

th«»m

Incidental Music.
One afternoon a couple from an adjoining town presented themselves to
a Boston divine and asked to be married Just as he was about to enter tho
pulpit to conduct an afternoon service.
The minister replied that he regretted
that he oouhl not at that moment com-

ply with their wish, but that Immediately upon the conclusion of the service he would take pleasure in performing the ceremony. The lovers after

demurring seated themselves in the
rear of the church. When the minister
had finished the service he made the
following announcement: "The partiee
who aro to be Joined In matrimony
Will present themselves at the chancel
Immediately after the singing of Hymn
115, 'Mistaken Souls That Dream of
Heaven!'

Exchange.

Legend of the Mo·· Rose.
▲ German tradition gives the origin
of the moss rose as follows: An angol
Ile
came to earth In mortal guise.
sought a place of shelter und repose
after his latiors of love, but every door
was shut against the heavenly visitor.

At length the angel, being very weary,
sank upon the ground and over him a
rosebush spread like a tent. It caught
upou 14s outspread leaves tho falling
dew which would otherwise havo
drenched the messenger of love. Wak-

ing. the angel said to the

rose:

Thou hast yielded the shelter that man
denied;
A proof of my love shall with thee abide.
And the green moss gathered about t!>o
stem

While tho dewdrops shone like a diadem,
Crowning the blushing flower.

Naturally.

The teacher had been reading to the
class about the great forests of America.
"And now, boys," she announced,
"which one of you can tell me the pine
that bas the longest and the sharpest

bottom lands, suh!"
The state's attorney tnrned to the
tounsel for the defense. "You may
needles?"
take the witness." be said.
Up went a band in the front row.
A searching cross examination failed
"Well, Tommy?"
to weaken In any respect the testimo"The porcupine."—Philadelphia Ledny Just given. At Its conclusion Major
•cr.
earnestly
whispered
Dryden
Gentry
with Colonel BUI Strickland.
The Only Explanation.
It was plainly a dispirited and hope"Remember," said the fair visitor to
8trlcklaud
less conference. Colonel
•onvict 2323. "that stone walls do not
loaned back wearily at the end.
make nor Iron bars a cage."
"It can't make any difference," he a prison
"Well, den. lady." replied 2323, "do
muttered sadly. "They've got the rope
warden's eolt'nly got mo hypnotized."
around Tom's neck now."
York Times.
—New
not
were
words
And, although the
audible, this certainty of conviction
Th· Jaw·.
seemed to be In the thought of all.
Shame on you for
Mrs. Henpeck
Into the Jurors' faces there came a
Didn't he
look of pity as their eyes met those of growling about Dr. Bolus.
from tho Jaw· of
the accused man, the latter perplexed, Just bring you back
ileutb and— Henpeck (wearily)—And
bewildered, helpless.
kack to the Jaws of life.
[το

β·

to his full height
Things don't
Major Gentry Dryden. In spite of attorney straightened
with especial earnestness,
nntll somebody
himself, started at bearing this crush and spoke
"I want you to tell the Jury exactly
A. Garfleld.
ing announcement Something of fierce
reeeatment pathetic In Its lmpotency. what happened to you ou your way te

ooirriauEix]
turn up In this world
turns them αρ.—Jamee

Try It.

Start out with the Intention of calling
everything by Its right name and you
will change your mind before you have

goue

a

block.—Chicago News.

|
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^

able to attend the fanerai, which wai
evening service held from her late home Wednesday
morning, Rev. D. A. Ball officiating, and
ATWOOD & FORBES, 7 ». Covenant Meeting
^ ρ m. AU the remains were taken to Oorham, N.
-·"■
KUitvrt and Proprietor*.
11., for interment.
James H. Roes died very aoddenly
A. E. Fokbbs.
Ukorue M. atwood.
I M Tl'ayer on Thuredftj received »
Monday at 7:30 A. M., aged 34 year·.
Mr. Roaa bad been in apparently excelTkkms
#1 jo a year If pal«I strictly In advance. I
lent health, and his death was a severe
Otherwise t'i-00 a year. Single copiée 4 cent»
The animal is about eight month· old, ■bock to bis friends. His death waa
All legal advertisements
Advkktiskxkxts
caused by cerebral hemorrhage, an 1 he
are given three consecutive Insertions (or $1 X»
fell from hia chair and expired immedi
con-1
of
column.
Spécial
In
Inch
length
υ.
per
Mas< te with her couein, Mrs.
tract* made with local, transient and yearly
ately. He was a native of Prince Edadvertisers.
His father, Alexander
ward Island.
Ross of Prince Edward Island, waa viaitJob Punting —New type, fast presses, electric
and low price·
power, experience*! workmen
ing here at the time of hia death. He
combine to make this department of our bual
is survived by five brothers, Dauiei,
net» complete an<l popular.
William and Hector of Prince Edward
Island, John of North Paris, and Charles
KIXULE COPIES.
of Lewiston, and three sisters, Margaret,
I
cents
wife of Hezekiah Farrar of West Paris,
Single copies of ΤΗ· Pesiocrat are four
each Tbey will l>e mallei ^n receipt of price by
Euphemia, wife of Herbert L. Scribner
»-*
the publisher* or tor the convenience of patrons 1
of Paris Hill, and Mary, wife of Percy
on
single copies of each Issue have been |>l;n-e<l
Sew
oi
\«rk>
thnir son Orland Daniels,
:
•ale at the following places In tbe County
Berry of South Paria. The funeral aerarrived here and opened their summer vice was held Wednesday at the home of
Howard's Drug Store.
south Paris,
w««.
iMt
home for the season
ShurtleiTs Drug Store.
bis sister, Mrs. Farrar, Rev. Dwight A.
Noye» Drug Store.
Hon. PrentiM Cumming· of
Norway,
Ball officiating, and the burial was in
Stone'·· Drug Store.
«*■■·'
hi·
at
»m
arrived
M
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
West Paris cemetery.
Ruckfleld,
y
Offlce.
last
through
Post
bere
Mrs Harlow,
week, coming
Paris Hill,
Or. Wallace E. Webber of Lewiston
Samuel T. White.
West Parts,
H*
was In town Wednesday, and aasiated by
at the
afternoon
Saturdav
Next
Or. Wheeler performed a severe operaNEW ADYEKT1SEMESTS.
ground· of the Pari. Hill
tion for varicose veins upon Mrs. Ο. H.
croquet tournarnen wm
Pi field, also a very critical operation
commencing at three
Z. lb Merchant & Co.
upon Mrs. Edwin J. Mann for enlarged
Shirt Waists.
for the tournament will ne cbo*en by tonsils and adenoids. Both
patienta are
We Furnish Homes.
int
Mr» Charles L. Caae and
Men's Summer furnishings.
doing well.
Serious Error In South Paris.
A very pleasant family reunion was
held at the bome of Mr. and Mra. HanniUtilities.
Public
friend·.
their
on
Vote
November
bring
bal G. Brown on the Fourth of July.
*·, Celle Mills ul Ne»
Ια the last issue tbe Democrat stated
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. Will
k.ee
the
h,.
that It was expected that at the special
F. Dunham of Lynn, Mass., Mr. and
return, to Portland on Tuesday
election which must be held m Septem- Brown,
Mrs. E-lwio H. Brown and Mr. and Mrs.
tbe
under
ber a vote would also be takeD
Charles L. Browu of Runiford Falls.
«I
Β
Belle,
Ckerlee
the
referendum on the bill passed by
Miss Nina Felton is the new girl in
U.
Miss
the telephone exchange office.
legislature creating a public utilities W»kin«U.D,
bard
Uouse
J
Saturday.
the
Demothis
In
her position.
commission.
saying
have Lois Hollis has resigned
lo.ta.r
the
is
doubtless
what
gener
voiced
a
received
crat
Mrs. D. H. Pifixld
large
who are glad of their r.
al impression in tbe matter, but it was many friends
postcard shower Saturday.
nevertheless incorrect.
There was a good attendance at the
The referendum amendment provides!
strawberry festival held by West Parii
Hubba
that any measure suspended by reason f.>rd are guest· at the
Grange.
Bidd
at
U
a
Mr
Stone
attorney
leading
of the necessary number of petitions
During the heavy shower of Sunday,
shall be submitted to the people at the I
July Θ, lightning struck John Lurvey'i
House:
Hubbard
the
at
arrival»
next general election not less than sixty
barn, setting a tire that waa soon extinl>. SUnchflelil.
days after the proclamation is made, or O.
guished.
O. L. »h«Pherd· ρΟΓ»ι»η<Ι
S.
tioui't
F
six
within
if there is no general election
Frank L. Willis took au auto party tu
Mw W S Munr e. Mre 1.
Mrs.
months, then the governor may and if
BrMgton Tuesday. Mr. and Mrs. Willis
Au·
W.
Cushman,
Mre"».
shall
submit
so requested in the petition
were guests of her cousin, James Bird,
the measure at a special election not less
3.1». WakefleM. Mrs. P.J. GouW, Mm. ami Mr·. Emma Mann and Laura Bardes
afmonths
six
more
tbau
nor
than four
W H. Hartshorn. Lewlaton.
visited Miss Edith B. Jordan.
ter the proclamation.
'«
»·' """· Bw
In another section the term "general
Bryant's Pood.
election" is stated to mean the election I
J. B. Barnett, who has been confined
in November for choice of presidential
to the house for several weeks, is still
i:. S. \n'l'ew*. Augusta.
electors or in September for choice of
I m \n<lrvWi,<>ak!an<l.
suffering with a slow fever.
As there is no election
state officers.
Ml" Κυ-e
Augusta.
Samuel Frost of Togus is making hit
HunelJ.
sylvan "»hurtl- ff,
this year for either of those purposes,
anuual visit here. His daughter, Mrs
Nellie L. Whitman, So. Pari·.
the election for a vote on the public util\ir, ε Ha»x<>o<l. Portlapu.
Dollie Carroll, is also passing her vacau
v.,rk
ities bill can not be held in less than four
ll.Cli-. tion here in the village.
months after the governor makes proBird returned tc
Mrs. Wellington
clamation on the petitions, or not earlier
Providence, R. I., last week.
of
November.
middle
the
about
than
Rev. Ε. H. Stover of Old Orchard wil
Governor Haines will call tbe election 1
preach at the Baptist church July 20tb
The meeting of citizens
for the public utilities referendum as
The Whitman family of Haverhill art
,ire protection was adjourned to meet a
early as possible.
Pine Point cottage again thii
house on Tuesday even ngo occupying
season.
lit
ç.
iicrc aiiu
thi« w-*k. It is important that all
It is expected that work on the new
estate owners be present.
cement sidewalk will be commenced nexl
t
Gertas
ta
MImι
and
discussion
Atwood
some
L.
beeu
bas
There
Raymond
week.
the exact day when the law* pissed by rude' Brooks are spending a few da>
Dr C. B. Rankin of Mechanic Falli
the legislature went Into effect. The with relaiives at a camp on Lake we no
was in town Wednesday.
on id Franklin County.
of
ae
record
adjourned
legislature
George Holt has moved from thi
Mr and Mrs Clarence II all et t of Bo·
Saturday. April 12, but actually about 2
Cole bonse to the Mountfor
o'clock Sunday morning. Under the ref ton who have been guest· at Mrs JacK· Cyn'hia
tenement.
erendum provision ninety days after ad- sou's return to Boston this week.
Four sheep were killed by bears last
M,s, Annie Parris, who has been conjournment must elapse before the laws
week in Leon Cushman's pasture.
methι , the house for several weeks,. has
go into effeo'. According to one
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Rowe of Jamaica
.,1k to
od of interpre'ation, which baa been acNY, came last week to pass the sum
'li·'* lh" I'1*1
cepted by at least >>ne of the mate de- tlio
w
mer at tbeir cottage, Beechenrowe.
-1,1
Citl·
known
Sy'vtn MiurtetT, a we
partments, they were in effect last FriAlton Bacon and a crew of men are re
I Γ .rtland, visited Paris Hill the
day, while according to the strictest inpairing the barn on the N. L. Marshal
Attorwas a resident
Mr
Shurtlefl
»* promulgated
„ ...k
by
terpretation.
there farm at Trap Corner.
ney General I'bilbro >k a few years since, ,,( this village away back when
Bishop Kinsman and Japanese ser
D,it * mil· »f railroad in Maine, and
it is doubtful If they were in effect be- I *
vaut arrived Thursday from Wilmington
anecdote· ο
e lecilts many interesting
fore Sunday. But it «won to have b«*en
Del., and are staying at Birchmere.
generally accepted that they took rffec
at miduigbt Friday night, and in any
North Waterford.
event, they are now laws.
Walker Ν axon and family have movec
• ere Ιι-re wt.eo Mr
Sliurtleff lived here,
and Mies Fan- to Bingham. Mr. and Mrs. Ε H. Nasot
The above doe· not apply to the law Mr- Ptrris, Mrs. M »rble
took them in their auto, and stayet
D
to au
opening the street* of Bar Harbor
H. J Sheehan of Brook- there a few days.
*nd
toa>bilea, which was passed as an emerGeorge Farnum is stopping at Mrs. Ε
S
lyn
Y-, and little daughter are
gency measure—an action so absurd
Mr. J. Paige's.
Sheehaus
Mrv
f
Jue-ts
parents
the
to
make
it
legislators
that
ought
Sirs. Don S. Smith of Auburn, wh(
4nd Mrs. William Hooper.
blush every time it ia recalled.
hart been stopping with her mother
Mih-s Helen Cole has been taking
two week·' curse of study at the sum- Annie Haselton, a week, has gone bacl
Ye«, rather moro than absurd, for it |
to her work.
mer school at G««rham Normal School.
referendum
cast discredit
upon the
Mrs. S. Lizzie Jewett and sister, Mrs
eed Mrs. Lvoe ere eipecM
Admirel
constitution,
the
state
amendment to
η of Lovell, attended thi
lo .rriv. borne oe Wedeeede, of th» George M art» to
when the legialature gravely declared
all-day meeting of Waterford grange, ο
week from their trip to England.
that the "public peace, health or safety"
which the former is a member.
demanded the Immediate opening of
George Brownell has purchased th<
Bar Harbor to automobiles.
If a rearcast or an outline synopsis of "Owl" cottage at Pappoose pond.
R J. and L. A. Flint went to Littli
he principal events of the past week
am
Note that the bounty on Oxford bears rthoulri be given, it would read some- Rigby at Casco and sold soft drinks
had ou exhibition a few animals. The;
of the four-footed kind le now off. and what thunly, to wit:
such as are killed must be killed for
Thursday, July 3, Erastus Bryant left intend going there in August to attem
home for that undiscovered country, fhe fair.
themselves alone.
Archie Stearns is helping hie brother
but never will return to fell ua about it.
Friday, July 4, all hands attended the Fred McKeen of Stoneham, haying.
Governor Cole Blease of South Carolithe two old
na bas let nearly seven hundred prison- City celebration, except
Oickvale.
at home, and reported a passable
ers of all grades out of prison during a folks
divers kinds of
Mrs. Bernard Putnam and daughte
little m >re than two years of office. To time for a small fry,
the
and fireworks in Audrey spent a few days with friends ii
paraphrase the common remark regard- J races during Noday
one killed nor inDickvale the past weeek.
ing "yellow covered literature" in the the evening.
Misa [delta Wyman of Weld has beer
case of youthful desperado^,the govern- jured.
Saturday, Ju'y 5, Mr. Bryant's funeral visiting her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs,
or's mind must have been affected by
a
light John Wyman.
in the afternoon, followed by
reading the magazines.
shower at night.
Ralph Putnam bas gone to Turner t<
followed
hot
forenoon,
Sunday, July 6.
help his brother through haying.
The status to which the office of poet
afterthe
in
shower
a heavy thunder
Mrs. Grafton Gordon was shopping ii
laureate of England has fallen, since it by
noon.
Rumford Thursday.
whose
Alfred
was held by
Tennyson,
Miss Helen Card of Brockton, Mass.
Monday. July 7, company, consisting
name was a household word in the Engwho has been vieiting her sister, Etti
of the widow Newton Herrick, also Kev
be
by
judged
world,
may
lish-speaking
S>lv«tter Josephus Oldaker, wife and Child, returned home Saturday.
the fact that the new appointee to the
Mrs. Mont Chase.
Mr. Worthley's mill has shut dowi ι
Who iu daughter, also
is
>bert
R
Bridges.
position
Tuesday. July 8, commenced haying; until after haying.
America, except a few literary critics,
consisted of Mrs. Newton BryMr. and Mrs. Carl White of Provi
knows anything about Robert Bridges, company
ant, accompanied by her two daughters, dence, R. I are spending a few weekt
though he is seventy years old?
a
with
at their farm here.
who presented Mrs. L. Dunham
Mrs. Lawson of Portland bas lately
nice birthday cake, and a fine picture enIf
arithmetic:
in
advanced
and
Problem
Charity.
titled, Faith, Hope
spout a few days with her mother, Mrs
cent
2
1
2
a
tax
of
per
Pennsylvania puts
Wednesday, July 9, cloudy through J. E. Dow.
on anthracite coal at the prices at the the day, followed by the heaviest fall of
Rev. Elmer Osborn has returned U
mine, bow much will that increase the rain during the week, ending Thursday Fairlield.
retail price of coal now selling at $7 00 morning.
A large party from West Peru spen :
Hmce it is evident there has been very the Fourth at Concord Pond.
per ton ? Answer: Figured by up-todate methods, as least 25 ceots per too. little hay weather and hat the drouth ia
Mrs. Herman Fuller entertained a few
friends over the Fourth.
ended for the present at least.
Mrs. Dan Sargent and son Wilmont an >
Since the Gettysburg celebration oc
Maine is to get 100,000 from the United
the question has been asked spending a few days with relatives a •
States government for ai 1 for road im- curred,
where that town ia aituated, and by North Paris.
provement.
whom the battle was fought. It ia in
Locke's Mills.
not far from the Maryland
An illustration of the middlemen's Pennsylvania
and about 70 miles uearlj north of
line,
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Howe of Hanis
profits that may surprise some people
waa
a
three
It
Washington. D. C.
over were at Elmer Cummings* ovei
the selling of a large catch of mackerel,
July 1-3, 1*63, the union Sunday.
which retailed at 12 1 2 to 15 cents, for 2 days'battle
and
Gen.
Meade,
commanded
forces
by
Eugene Merrill and two friends ol
cents per pound. It is however but fair
the confederates by Gen. Lea, who lost Portland are spending their vacation ai
to note that this is an extreme case, of a
14,000
prWouers.
including
men,
30.0U0
Comfort.
very perishable article, on which the re- The union lose numbered 2,834 men Camp
Mrs Elmer Fiske is ν siting relativci
tailer especially is entitled to a large
killed. 13.7UW wounded, and tt,tV43 misa- in Waterford
margin.
The cumber of men
ing and prisooera
Mrs. May (Irani of Medford, Mass., Ii
engaged on each aid· la not stated. It (pending her vacation in town. Her son
of
hundreds
of
some
Three seizures
has been called the Waterloo of the Dina was here over the Fourth aod regallons of liquor in three counties with- civil war.
turned to Massschusetts Sunday.
uew
the
that
indicate·
in two days
Mrs. Henry Douglas· and children ol
Bait iMMtr·
"U ai ne· sheriffs" are on to their j >b.
Portland are visiting her mother, Mrs
The death of Louie IUvenport oc Annie
No one seem· to be extending sympathy
Emery.
on those who have to stand the financial
curred at Lis residence od Sumner Ilill
Mrs. Abbie Trask was in Bethel WedSeveral
on Sunday folNOoa, July e«b.
loaa.
a paralytic nesday.
month· ago ha auetaioed
Mi»» Gertrude Engleman of Durham ii
Maine News Notes.
•hock, and bad beea ic failing health with her sister, Mr·. C. B. Tebbets.
• mce
Funeral servie*· conducted by
Several from here attended the Fourth
Kev J. Ν At wood were beid at tbe reel of
Om
July ball at Bryant Pond.
The "Auto Truck Boos· Li··" I· tea- I deece oa Tueeday afternoon
young couple came home without theii
porarily out of ooin mission .Since the
Rev I.. M. Kobiaaoa of Philadelphia
them later.
Webb law went into effrot, interfering arrived at kli old cherished boose on •hoes, but found
with the shipment of liquor from H >*too
5, on bin annual vacation.
July
Saturday,
Norway Lake.
into Main· by freight and expraea, it ha·
Kara 11 ststloo of the tir no of Stetaon
Mr and Mr·. Ο W. Edgecomb of Norbeen announced that shipment by motor Λ Ileald, of Sooth Weymouth. Mass
On Wedtruck would b· u»*d instead
way visited their daughter, Mrs. Victor
waa la towa a day or two laat »e»k
nee.lay night Sheriff Ferd Steven· of These two honored cltixena when young Partridge, during the week beginning
Andn>acoggin County overhauled a men left thair native bom· and went July dtn.
Mr·. Ernest Murch and their boys vistruck eDgaged in that butine·· «ear Sa-1
useful
away to ««ara a living and bacom·
Mrs. W S. Partridge,
battus, and captured about 350
and highly respected C'tixena in their ite i her mother,
of liqu <r, mostly put up In pint bottle·. localities. Tbeir early training
and fur ten days, going home the eleventh.
of
two
l«ft
men,
Mrs. Robley MorrUon snd little son of
The truck, in charge
steady habita iacolcated in youth have
Boston that morning for Augusta. It'
and reflected Rumford Falls visited her grandparents,
In
business
them
prospered
was loaded on the outsid* with furniture
honor to their nativity, and they greatly Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Partridge recen'ly.
Mrs. Ella Cole of Massachusetts is
of varions kind·, so that it had the ap- cherish the scene· of tbeir youth. "As
Frank Harwood,
pearance of a load of furnitur·, aad had the twig i· beat, the tree !· inclined," is visiting her brother,
safely passed through the «Ute as far as J an old saying and in theae case· tbe twig and family.
Mrs. E. R. Bennett has gone to Gilead
Sabattus before suspicion was directed was bent in tbe right direction. Hooeaty,
for a while.
to it.
activity and steady habita are a good InMr«. Will Wood and children are
dividende.
Following the auto track seizure in vestment, and pay good
of her father, Asa Frost. Mr.
guests
Androscoggin County Wednesday night,
Wood spent the Fourth and also the
Wast Lovell.
in
other
made
were
two big seizure·
here.
Mr and Mr·. Austin McAlliater from Sabbath following
parts of the state <>n Thursday. One of
Mrs. J M. Wood and daughter Rod a
her brother,
been
bave
viaitiog
Auburn
!
at
car
a
from
was
Hampthese
freight
visited her father, C. M, Billing·, in Waden station, when Sheriff O'Conoell and U. Β McKeen.
closed July 3rd terford the 6th.
district
thla
in
School
of
630
whiskey
bis deputies took
gallons
Iza Wood Is at home from FarmingIn tbe grove at the home of
consigned to a Bangor deeler. The oth- with a picnic
tbe teacher, Beryl McKeen. Fifty-aeven ton.
er seizure w*s on the shore of Cushing's
older people enjoyed a
Brownfield.
Island in Portland Harbor. In the lit·' children and
bean and pastry dinner under tbe
ter case tifteen out of tifty kegs of whi·- baked
Fourth of July was a very quiet day
the
children
which
epoke
after
key from the motor boat Juno, which trees,
to tbe graphopbone. here, as quiet as Sunday.
stranded on the rocks, where found in ; pieces and liatened
No services for two weeks at the Conhaa
Adams
gone to Albany to
the
of
Myrtie
whiskey
the bushes. Tne rest
church.
gregational
work.
and
Sheriff
Scully
had been removed.
There is an aged lady from Portland,
from Massaand
Stone
A.
P.
family
the
for
been
watching
bis deputies bave
j
She was takhave come to their cottage on a guest at Mrs. Breslin's.
whiskey smugglers for some time, hav- chusetts
en sick soon after her arrival, and is
for the sommer.
Island
Rattlesnake
was
stuff
that
the
being
ing learned
now critically ill.
Sarah McKeeo ia at work for them.
ped from Portsmouth by motor beat,
J. L. Frlnk, who has been Ul (or
Bessie Sklnoer of Eaat Waterford la at
but this is the first fruita of their undermonths, Is now very feeble.
work for Mrs. I. A. Andrews.
in that line.
tor.
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tbe guest of Mr. and Mra. T. H. Loot.
Miuea Emmie and Alice Seavey of
Boston returned from Boston Tuesday
with F. S. Washburn, who apent the
Fourth there. They will be here and In
Turner for the aummer.
A. D. Park of Pari· was In town Wed-

He took
b*a theological oourae in Hartford, Ct.,
and ia now commiaaloned by the A. B.
C. F. M. to go to Japan. Mr. Holme·
left Bethel fur Madison, Maine, Tuesday
morning, where he ia to be no ted in
marriage with Miaa Jennie Edwards, alao
a graduate of Bates, and tbey will leave
at once for Japan, atopping a few wteks
with Mr. Holmes' parent· In California.
A host of frienda will bid them G >dapeed, for both are fortunate in being
much endeared to a large circle of devoted friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Bean are in their
home for a abort time entertaining
friends.
Sonday afternoon the funeral service
of Mr·. Tristram Darell was held at her
late home on Broad Street. A woman
of many rare attainments has gone from
the community, and a most devoted wife
and mother. Rev. T. C. Chapman, her
pastor, officiated. Much sympathy ia
ezpreaaed for the huaband and eon, who
have been untiring in their tender care
through a long and painful illness.
Miss Isabel Shirley U In New York
for two weeka.
Dr. E. L. Brown ia taking a vacation
of two weeks.
Mr. Edward King and Professor F. E.
Hanscom are among tbe new owners of
automobile· here.
Bethel Ion waa generously opened to
the public for inspection Saturday, July
12
At the pleasant home of Mr. J. U.
Purineton Friday evening the pupil· of
Mr·. Nellie L Brickett gave a recital
with the following program:

fessorship there for two years.

nesday.

Alfred Ingalls bu moved

Alice Kimball
Good Morning Wal l,
b The Sweet Violet,
Ethel Stearns
On The Meadows
Tarantelle

Mary Harrington
Caprice,

The Jeesamlne

Mildred Perham

Harold Taylor
Off to the Circus March,
Laura Cumralngs
The Rosary.
a
b Ere the Moon Revins to Rise
Mise Mona Martyn
La Sonnainbula
Evangeline Atherton
in the Swing
Doris Somerrllfe
5th Nocturne,
Bertha Cole
Moonlight on the Hudson,

Gladys Spearrln

Electra
Valse

Harrington

Nellie

Arabesque

Plzzecato

Alice

Kimball

Grace Dearden

Carnival of Venice
La

Mildred Perham
Cascade Valse Caprice

Myrtie Beckler

Mr. George W. Lord of Cambridge,
Mass., la viaitlog with hia sister*, Mra.
Jonea, Mrs. Belcher and Mr·. Stewart.
The heavy raina of the 9th and lOib
have made the gardena look new.
C. E. Cobb hu one of the finest motor
boats In the state—will cirry 30 persona,
and wu built by Mr. LaGolf here out of
pine and cedar grown in Denmark. 12
horse power, and will be run between
his camp up the pond and the landing at

the village.

Hebron.
Prof. J. F. Moody had green peas
from hia garden July 4tb. Mr. Moody
always has the earliest and beat garden
in this place.
Mies Annie Glover bad a little party
on her birthday last week.
Mr. Melcher is out with his anto every
day now. Alton Conant is teaching him
to drive tbe machine.
Hebron Grange now bolda its meetings
in ibe evening, and will do so during the

Kllckmau
Smallwood
Williams
Dolmetcta

Powell
Sawyei
Nevln

Spence

W. A. Bartlett is quite poorly. He
unable to attend tbe celebratl η at
Gettysburg, which wu a grea' diaip
pointment as he wan in that battle, bis
regiment being at the "Bloody Angle."
Farmers have begun baying, but ara
let
very willing to call a halt to day and
it rain.
this
Tbe apple crop will be light in

Leybacb
Wllsor
Keri
Lack

Weytr

vicinity.

Archie Gurney is
bis father in haying.

Napoleoi
Johnso:

borne

helping

Mr. and Mrs. M. M Maybew *pent the
week-end with Mm. J. K. M «y be*·. Mrs.
Maybew remained for a abort stay.
W. C. Cumrnings, Jr., of Sooth Paris,
bas been in the place.
W. A. Clapp of Salem, Mass., bas been
visiting Ρ C. Heald.
M. A. Warren is cutting Isabell Swallow's grass.
McAlister and family of
Howard
North Paris were at C. B. Keene's Sundav.
Mrs. F. E. Heald received news of the
illness of her son, Holman Monk, at Baltimore, Md. His many friends are sorry to bear the news.

by the pupili
to them
Mrs. Bricketl
teacber.
selves and tbeir
bas proved berself a very painstaking
teacher, aud pupils and teacber work it
a perfect harmony which le sure to brinf
good results.
A concert under the auspices of th<
Ladies1 Club will be given in Odeot
Hall Thursday evening. Mrs. Clarence
York of Augusta, assisted by her daugb
ter Helen, will sing, Mrs. Thomas Mar
ble of Gorbam will read, and Mr. Wil
liara Bingham will give several violic
solos.
Tuesday is tbe day for the Maine Fes
tivai Chorus picnic at Prof. Wm. It
Chapman'· home.

Wilson's Mills.

MIDDLE INTERVALE.

and cord wood for sail

Maple and Pine Farm, also some ok I
hay in the barn, aud a second hanr I
wagon and sleigh, and some other usefu
things will be sold cheap for cash.
••Not Contagious."—A careful schoo I
on

teacber in tbe North of Ireland made
rule that if there was sickness in tbi »
family of any of ber pupils tbey must be
able to report if it was contagious. A
small boy came to the school one day
"Please, teacher, mother Is sick, but
don't know whether it is contagious o:
not." She sent him home at once to fio< I
out, and he returned with the repor :
•'It ain't contngious, teacber, it's twins.'
[
"Immaterial."
Judge: "Pat,
wouldn't think you would hit a littli )
like that." Pat—"Suppose hi )
man
called you an Irish slob?" "But I'm no :
an Irishman."
"Suppose he called yoi >
a Dutch slob?" "But I'm nota Dutch
man." "Well, suppose be called you tbi ι
kind of slob that you are?" (Sent by ι
lady in Pennsylvania.)
>

—

West Bethel.
The Are of heaven te on the (lusty way β,
The wayside blossoms open to the blaze.
The whole wood-world Is one fall peal

at

North Buckfield.

The advancement made

ο

'•When the scarlet cardinal tells
Her dream to the dragon fly,
And the lazy breeze makes a nest In th
trees,
And murmurs a lullaby,
It Is July.
When the tangled cobweb pulls
The corn-flower's blue cap awry,
And the lilies tall lean over the wall
To bow to tbc butterfly,
It Is July."

The beautiful rain was gladly wolcum
ed.
Charles A. Dunham visited hi· motbe r
aod sister last week.
Now watch "the green things grow
ing," and destroy all bugs and worms.
Downie A Wheeler1· circus will eikib
it in town on Tuesday, July 22od.
S. J. Walker went to North Wood
stock last week to work for two weeks
Charles Burgess and wife of Soutl 1
Paris enjoyed a vacation here last week
E. Leland Mason was recently visitée I
by bis son, C. A. Mason, of Milford, Ν
Η.
While some are baying others are boe
ing, and few are idle who are able b >
work.
Robert Edward· assisted in gettlnf !
the upland bay on the farm of Albion Ρ
Mason.
Elbert Κ Uriggs is employed by tbi »
Oxford Postcard Co. in tb· store of Η
P. Denniaoo.
The rain which fell daring the pas
week was of nearly the same value*
drops of gold on dry farms
Postmaster Dennisun and wife wen 1
visited last week by their son, H. W
D nninon, and family of South Paris.
Geo. M. Kolfe has gone to Hastings tc
work,and may later in the summer tnovi 1
his family there.

Mra. S. A. Fickett ia in town visiting
the
friende and relatives. She spent
Fourth with Ernest Bennett's family,
son
and
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Bennett
L*on went to Lewlston by auto to spend
the Fourth with their daughter, Mrs.
Arthur McGibbon.
Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Fox are keeping
bouse for tbe Bennetta while they are
away on their vacation.
The hoed crops are looking fine and
haying commences at once.

This is what is being said of our Shirt Waists
by women of good taste :
"At Smiley's you are sure of getting a pretty
waist and a good fit at a reasonable price."
Below we have described a few, so if it is impossible for you to come to the store we can
send by Parcel Post.

CLOTHING FOR THE HOT WHITE

You have had

There

to

are more

taete of some hot

a

follow.

ought

You

dy

aire

days

You realize the need of

to

this month.

a

SUIT.

COOL

buy it of

us,

$6

to

$22.

Tou ought to buy them of

Latest

Hat,
styles.

$1

CREPE METEOR WAIbTS, low
neck,
VOILE WAISTS, have yoke across short
Mleves, have larpe Veni*e I *ee
front trimmed with
Tut dfcd back,
medallion forming yoke, lace
insertion
pointed Venise lace, has velvet bow, a ^nd cluster· of tuck» below
joke, clue
for
08c.
beauty
ters of tucks down the back, in
length
VOILE WAIST, front bae pretty of sleeves, a beauty, for $1 0>
rows
four
and
eolid
of
embroidery
design
PLAXOS WAISTS, sheer an·!
pretty,
if lace insertion, square neck lace trim- entire front

$6.

to

Khaki, Crash, Cotton.

Wool, Worsted, Outing.

A Panama

ue,

Straw
Summer

or

comforts,

Crash Hats.

toe.

med, only

Summer Underwear.

clatters of

Mr. and Mr·. Harry Bumpue and eon
Harland came up from Auburn in an
auto to the borne of her father, J. W.
Cummings, one morning, and back at
night, on their wedding anniversary.
There were forty-two at Mr. and Mrs.
George Connor's on tbe Fourth of July.
A nice time. Fine dinner, ice cream,
«peaking and singing by tbe little folk*,
then one of tbe grandmothers, Mrs. O.
J. Cross, spoke a piece she learned when
she was young. She Is now 78, very
smart, does the work for her husband
and two sons.
Mr. and Mn. Charles Downing of Auburn spent a few days with her sister,
Mrs. J. W. Cummings, coming with a

Wednesday the Ladies1 Circle met at
tbe vestry. About fifty were present

time was passed.
Perry A. Bean and wife started Friday for their new home in Las Vegan,
New Mexico, to set up housekeeping.
and an

enjoyable

Oxford.
The sacrament of tbe Lord's Suppei
was administered Sunday morning at the
Congregationalist church. One member wm admitted by confession ol
faith and baptism. Tbe service was
solemn and
impressive. Tbe music,
congregational singing, Mm. Lulu Andrews organist, was much enjoyed, as
the studeuts from Professor Caldwell's
summer school were present, and there
were many fine voices among them. Tbe

fl->ral décorations

beautiful.
student, is supply

were

Norman Lindsay, a
ing tbe M. E. pulpit.
Tbe funeral of Arthur Stanton was
held Satorday at the home of Mrs.
Crooker. Rev. Mr. Newport of Turner
nffic-ia'ed. Mr. Stanton leaves a widow,
Mrs.
three sons and two daughters,
James Fernaid and Miss Nellie Stanton.
Mr. Stanton was highly esteemed for bis
sterling character and honesty in busi
□ess
dealings. Tbe flowers from a
large circle of frienda were profose and
beautiful. The Interment was at Poland.
His three sons and ano-in law, James
Fernaid, were tbe bearers.
Wm. Burns, and Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Burns came borne for tbe Fourth
in their automobile. Walter Wills, who
Is working at carpenteriog at Portamoutb, camo with them to visit his father.
The officers of Oxford Division, No.
33, Sons of Temperance, were Installed

aakanoe upon
George Browoell of North Waterford band-line fishermen look and
think they
bought Owl Camp at Pappoose pond j the new order of things,
which B. G. Molntire bought some see in it tbe deatrnotion of their haroit
week· ago. He la making repair· on It. ( fields.
j

lace insertion aud clusters

tucks down back, has lace
yoke, ?1 98.

(
! tr and

net c

Waists $2.50

clusters of

FINE KLAXON

WAIST,

VOILE

VOILE WAIST, front has beautiful

med

spray of Bulgarian embroidery, several
rows of lace insertion and crochet but-

Î1.49.

,i.
,·[

with

lace

in

.·

fancy

pretty, $2 98.
KLAXON WAISTS, i:
qollar, only Iihs linen thread finish, I

effect of solid embroidery.
LAWN WAISTS, hive Dutch collar Val. laces, down center fr ■(,;
-ertion and cluster of tuck-,
•md cuffs, lace trimmed, fine Swiss em
in a spray of very tin·· eml>r
broidery with e»c.illoped edge down down back, hinh neck, sh rt
trimmed, very dressy, only
front, very neat, for 81 49.

Norway

«ι

low

sleeves, front beautifully tr
V'-nise lace, hand embroi l
chet buttons, eleeves bi·.»

$1.49

tons, lace trimmed turnover

k,

m

Waists $2.98

embroidery,

tacks and

Waists

...

Store will be closed Friday atternoons
during July and August.

Many people have peculiar ideas and some
hesitancy about buying on credit. There is no
reason

The rich

for this.

man can

open

an ac-

count in any store and make payments when
convenient. Anybody can open an account
here and likewise pay in convenient amounts

weekly

or

monthly.

Watch for Our

Big 5c Furniture Sale, to

18

Begin Friday, July

A Souvenir for you at the Atherton Store during sale

OPEN AN ACCOUNT HERE

Free

Concert

Saturday Evening

Each

HAYING

THE

SEASON

As the haying season approaches it finds me
better tquipped than ever t> meet your wants.
My t>t >ck consists of a select assortment of Forks,
Hand-Rakes, Drag-Rakes, Scythts, Ash and

immediate

use.

$5.00.

At the

From 7:30 to 10.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Cherry Snaths, Scythe Stones, Harpoon Forks,
Ropes and Pulleys.
I lay special stress on my 100 lb. Grindstones
which are in much demand by the average
farmer —not only in haying time, but all through
stone (quick cutting,)
the year. A 100 lb
mounted on a solid hardwood frame, ready for

We Invite You to

J. P. RICHARDSON,

ATHERTON STORE

Maine.

South Paris,

NORWAY
R. 0. PORTER, Manager
1

team.

Wallace Cummings and Artbnr Beau
are helping S. O. Bean bay.
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Lord are spending
a fen days at S. G. Bean's.

pin

very pretty, for $1 '25.

com?.

(2 Stores)

are

trimmeii vritb
and solid em

WAISTS, I..»
short sleeves, front beautifully it
LAWîi WAISTS, low neck, short with tbe best of laces and s.,;id
and clusters of tucki
sleeves, bave yoke of fine laces and so!M ery, laco
of back and sleeves, $2 ">0.
is
lace
below
insertion,
embroidery,
yoke

F. H. Noyes Co.
South Paris

yoke

laces

itnd linen laces.

We repeat: You ought to buy of us. Our aim is to give
and see us. Prove
you the most for your money. Come

theory—but

below

Venise

broidery,

$1.25

tucks, sleeves neatly trimmed with Val.

New Neckwear, New Hosiery,
New Collars, New Shirts.

our

Val. and

VOILE WAIST, has yoke effect of

cluny lace,

50c.

disprove

98c.

Waists

You should buy of us. Very large Assortment. Best of Values.
Β. V. D. or Porosknit—coolest of all kinds, 50c. and $i. Jersey
Union Suits, 50c., $1, $1.50. Balbriggan Two-Piece, 25c., 45c.,

or

beautifully

■

$7.

to

Waists $1.98

Waists 98c

A Pair of Light Weight Trousers Would Help Out.

▲ lh«nv

Ε. I. Beck and family of Livermnri 1 by George Hazen, Deputy Grand W. P.,
spent a few day· with Mrs. Beck'· par Mrs. C. F. Starbird Grand Con., aa follows:
eots, Mr. and Mrs. W. R Glover.
Barry Crockett and family of Dixfleld
w. P.—Caroline E. Carman.
Ruth
Mrs.
Crockett
laal
W. Α.—Nellie Hawkes.
were guests of
R. 8.—Lnlu Andrews.
week.
A. R. 8.—Harry Andrews.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Newell and
F. 8.—Slbble Hanacom.
J. Parrott.
Trea».—Geo.
are
Paria
of
South
visiting
daughter
Chaplain— Malcolm MacKay.
Warren Ε Lothrop.
Con.—Forest Thomas.
M es Maude Bates of Rochester, Ν. II.,
A. C.—Marian Starbird.
I. 8.—Alberta Farrls.
Mrs. L C. Bates and Miss Delia Lane of
Lane.
0.8—Wendall
West Paria called on Mrs. Abble Bate·
P. W. P.—Mary Frost.
and other friends on Wednesday.
Ice cream and cake were served.
Frank Young was taken to the hospital at Lewiaton last Tuesday.
Tbe 14-montbs-old son of Eugene
Charles Pnlsifer of Auburn la visiting
Smalley died at Port Clyde, July 4, three
bis brother, George E. Pulalfer.
honrs after eating a browntail moth
which bad appealed to his Infantile fanBast Waterford.
cy. Tbe uneaten half of the Insect was
State aaaeaaors Ε. M. Johnston of found
tightly clinched In one of tbe little
Brownville and John J. Dearborn of bands, and there were traces In bis
Newburg dined at chairman B. G. Mcln- moutb of the fatal meal. This is the
Noble
Nathan
tlre'a
Wednesday.
seoond child Mr. Smalley has lost
brought the three in hia auto.
Tbe other died
through poisoning.
saddened
were
thia
In
vicinity
People
from eating Paris green. Mr. Smalley
to learn of the sudden death of Ira is a mail carrier between Tbomaston
Johnson at North Pryeburg the 5th. and Port
Clyde.
Until within a few yeara bia home was
just over the line in Norway, and he
Friends and relatives of Ralph V.
leaves a large number of friends and relHarvard, '06, the Boaton busiBunting,
the
atives in this section. Everyone bad
ness man, who oame to Portland by
for
him.
greatest respect and admiration
boat on June 27, and trace of whom waa
Only two sisters, Mrs. J. E. Molntire lost the following day, have just finished
the
of
and 11». Battle Merrill, are left
« thorough search of the Maine cowt.
family of aeven. Hia daughter, Mrs. Absolutely no trace of tbe yonng man was
and
hnsbaud
with
her
Clarence H. Pride
found, and Bunting's father and mother,
daughter Marjorie, was visiting her par- who live In Brookline, are greatly worents at the time of hia death.
ried and fear that be may have come to
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Molntire, Mrs. Hat- harm.
tie J. Merrill, Mrs. H. B. Doughty and
The beam trawler Snrf la the first to
little son, Mr. and Mrs. L B. Molntire,
Mrs. B. G. Mclntire, Mr. and Mra. Fred arrive In Portland of a fleet of three
Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Pride at- steam fishing craft wbloh are onder
tended the funeral Monday. They went charter to flan for tbe new factory of the
Burnham & Morrill Co., and the old
in antos.
baa

I—-BLUE

wu

during tbe past year did oredit

W est Sumner.

Shirt Waists

STORES

summer.

Leybacb

Rossln
Overture to William Tell, 4 hands
Mildred Perham, Mrs. Brickett.

Standing ((rase

Madison,

Denmark.

Sidney Smith
Tambour·, 4 hands
Sylvia Swan, Bertha Cole
8chrlner
Alpine Horn

_

to

hi* building to R. S. Dorman
and closed out hia buaineaa.
Mine Fannie Barlow la with her sister,
lira. E. L. Phinney.
Mrs. J. E. Wood of Lewlston wu In
town Friday.
Misaea Gladya Morrill and Stella Bo wen
have gone to York Beach for the summer doing table work.
Miu Lura Morrill was operated on for
appendicitis at the Central Maine General Hospital in Lewieton Monday, and ia
reported u doing well.
Mr. and Mra. Luiber Irish, Mlaa Mollir
Cole and Ralph Barrett went to Falmouth Forealde to apend a few daya with
Mra. and Mlaa Atwood. Miss Myra
Iriah and a large party of frienda were
with tbem over Sunday.

having sold

Marche Dee

|

ship-j

BackfMé.

Bethel.

West Paris.
Mr·. Augusta M. Cole Estea died at
the home of her eon-ln-I»w, Samuel I.

Mr. aod Mrs. W. M. Rtcker were In
Sunday morning, July 6, Ret. Jerome
Holmei occupied the pulpit at tbe Con- Lewlston Monday.
R. C. Thome· bu been with Mr. and
and assisted the paaTHE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL Wheeler, Sunday, Jaly β, aged 75 year·. gregational church, lervioe when three Mr*. C. C.
Withiogton for a vlalt.
S lie had been io feeble health for the tor at tbe communion
Mre. Atwood and MIh Atwood of
Mr.
received.
new
member· were
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
ia
She
two
from
yeara
paralyala.
past
are the guest* of Miu
survived by one granddaughter, Lillian Holme· la a former Bethel boy, graduat- Norwood, Mua.,
and Bate· Col- Mjra Irlab.
Wheeler, and three brothers. Only one ed at Gould Academy
Paris Hill.
Misa Nellie Lnou of Auburn baa been
of them, Virgil Cole of Ramford, wai lege, and after graduation filled a pronnrf

The Oxford Democrat.
South Paris, Maine,

BÉÂRSJ

THE OXFORD

ESTABLISHED 1Λ3-

Men's Summer

Furnishings

This store abounds in the latest and be<t in nummer furnishThe hot days can
new as soon as out.
We have

everything

ings.

be made

more

comfortable if you have the right

clothing.

Β. V. D. underwear, aleeveleae abirta, koee length drawer·, the coo'eat
50o, union· $1.00
underwear made
50.: per (firmon·, union· for fl 00
Poroaknit underwear
from 25c to 91 00
Full atock of other underwear

fr«>ro 50c to 12 00
or abort aleevea
50c and #1.00
.....
Bathing aulta in aeveral grade·
15c to .V)e
Bathing trunk·, blue or black and mixfd color·
<n«l #1.50
#1.00
#0c,
....
cool
and
(bin
collared
Soft
abirts,
II 00 and |l .10
Khaki trouaera In aereral ahadea

Jenejr-knit unlona, long

Kbaki trouaera for bojra, long

These

are a

or

50c and 75c

abort leg

few of the many

things

we

have ready for you
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banking

»"·

with US.

H'« />ny J? por ocnt Intvromt on vhavk nvcount.

Savings Department Connected with

AM6RICAN BANKCRS
ASSOCIATION

TRAVCLCRS"

CH€QU£S

C. Suppose 50,000 banker· throughout the world had
agreed to cash your personal check.
C Suppose hotels, railroads, steamship lines and the best
shops in every civilized country knew they were good.
C Suppose your identity were established everywhere.
C Money matters in traveling would be simple—wouldn't
they?
C "A.B.A. Travelers' Cheques give you all of the
above advantages.
Ask us for booklet.
*

BRANCH BANK AT BUCKFIELD, MAINE.

PARIS

TRUST
SOUTH

PARIS.

COMPANY,
MAINE.

SUMMER MILLINERY

"

*

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
~

OF

NORWAY,

ι——
Warm in Winter

Cool in Summer
Costs Less Than Metal

Sold by L. S.

Longer Than Shingles.

Billings, South Paris.

CASTOR IA ForlatubudChidrn.

GOODS

MAINE.

Neponset Paroid Roofing.

Wears

FANCY

Bears tu·

ikjyyïttjiMAjwjjBillet "•sr

MRS. L. C. SMILEY,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE

BOWKER BLOCK,

p/EMsnc
RoofinG

CASTORIA for Infants and Children.

felUriYM Han Alwan Braxkt

High grade and
Economical
$1.60,-1.90,-2.26

per square

SOLD ONLY BY

S. P. Maxim & Son
South Paris,

Bears the

""T*

Maine.

fhTÔxford

July

15, IQ13

Harold Catting of Lvnn, Mua., la the
guest of relative* in town.
a

Miaa Norma Heald of Caatoa haa been
guest at Dr. Snell's.

recent

John T. Llndley of Boston ia spending
bis vacation here, at Fred E. Hall's.

PARIS,

f■j SOUTH
-i

I

r

Marne,

■

I

Democrat

A. F. Goidamith left
visit of a week with his

Mass.

pakis post omea

Ml·· Rom A. Murphy I·
week In Portland.

apendlog

tbi ,1

Mr». A. H. Eaatman tod three childret
of Berlin, Ν. Η., are gueata at Geo. C.
Fern aid'·.

Kae Newton went Monday morning tc
Rangeley, where he will have employment at the Rangeley Lake House foi
parent· In Lynn,
the reat of the aeaaon.

Wednesday

for

a

Irving 0. Barrows ia taking hia vacaMiss Mildred Pari in ia employed at
1
the Hubbard House, Parla Hill, for the tion from the Paria Truat Co., and went
Saturday to apend t week with Rev. and
season.
ùkam> rmcwe KAILWAY.
M re. M. V. McAliater at Eliot
June
1913,
îi,
Ma*
U<!;
Ansel Swift, who b*s been for some
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Weston and Mr.
;
ρακί·
sorra
time with his sons in Minneapolis, bas
TttA:s* i.kavk
and Mr*. Weaver of Boaton were at
returned to South Paria.
3 α λ m e*pr«**. UllT
Κ
Prank R. Dunham's two daya last week,
< >
* m
kkAl, 1*1 !τ ci
Sun
ei; rv*A. .«Ally.
Eugere Lowed went to Berlin Satur- on their return from a White Mountain
*
m.. S 00 p. m.
day to play with the Berlin ball team in 'rip. Mra. Weston ia a sister of Mrs.
\
* m
eiprwi. a^lly 1 their
λ
!
game with Littleton.
Dunham.
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Mrs.
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Dean reM'as I la Desn
ad Miss
and
«...
a visit of soin*
m

i:
ΐα·Γ H »rlow of
Bridge.-.■ending the vacation at

ÏLl-er

Slav m'·.

C'.aren*..
be·
ant Γ
vjvM

-C. K. S !n

with Ler daugh
Dorr, In Mexico,

f'Z
\

HyMOaI UIIL"
t is

γ-.
ter.

the »iur,
trlak. you M ougtoter

τη· to

;

.·

<t

>w

-''uner.

Mis* Cora

to

Gowell, designer

for

Mrs.

Smiley in the raillinenL»tore-_retur?C>'î
in to her uOûïè-in L'sbon the first of last

V izzy, who has b«»en
'nimber of month», is
to her father, Heury

ν

4.

and H >bert Parlin
f >r a week at Pleasne (>r

—

eatimate the value of
J. D Hayoes ia taking hia vacation
Thursday's rain after the drought, and from the atore of the N. Dayton Boliter
we are so soon ready for more.
Co., and he and Mrs. Haynea, after visitrelatives in Sumoer for a while, have
Rev. J. H. Little of Bethel was in ing
to Danville, where they will spend
town Saturday, on his way to hi· sum- gone
a part of the time.
mer cottage at South Freeport.
Mr. and Mra. Walter Andrews of
Mr. and Mr*. John J. Murphy anBrockton, Mass., were guests at Benjanounce the engagement of their daughmin Swett's !a*t week.
Mra. Anna Eager
Butts
ter. Hose A. Murphy, to Ralph R
and granddaughter Mabel Swett of Newof Vnrway.
ton, Ma*a., and Mrs. A. A. Abbott and
Miss Grace A
Thayer is taking her two children of Lynn, Masa., are now
vacation from the store of the N. Day- guests there.
ton Bolster Co.. and Misa Ruth Bolster
Placido Alonao, who was a number of
takes her place.
years aioce a student at Albert D. Park's,
circus
next
Monwas
Wheeler's
at Mr. Park's a few days last week,
Downie <&
day. Of course the old joke about bor- with his wife and two children and
rowing the neighbor's children to go maids. Be is now manager of a large
with is now in order.
sugar company at Jovellanos, Cuba. The
family have gone to the Lakeside at
of
Portland
was
in
Sbartleff
Sylvan
where they will spend a month.
Norway,
active
as
as
ever
in
town oo SUurday,
and
almost
of
bit
eightv-tive
years,
spite
From the Gettysburg Field.
greeted by many old friends.
TThl·
written from
the reunion at
It is hard

week, the season

having

closed.

letter,

Ueuyiburg, wae received by the Democrat ju»t
before
(itthe last looue, ami too late
I* will
for u*e tbat week. Toou«u~I "it"!?·
eh >w the l^preeelon mule upon one veteraîï uj
the affair.]

NORWAY.

Reunion of Blae-Eyed Beans.
Albany, Maine.
The Fonrrb of July was * greet day

for the blue-eyed Beans et the old home
in Albany, where Amoa O. Bean and
wife bave held away for more than fortyfive years. I will try to give namea as
they arrived.
July l*t Bert R Bean, oldest grandson,
arrived from Lewiaton on bia wheel.
Joly 3d Rev. Inaley A. Bean, youngest
brother of the host, arrived from Lewiaton, accompanied by bia niece, Jennie A.
Beao, and two nephews, Omer end
Later
Arthur Bean, from Lewiaton.
two teams returned from Bethel atation
with Frank E. Bean and wife from Ox·
ford, Herbert I. Bean and wife, Edna
tbelr
and Adelaide Bean,
youngest
daughters, from Lewiston, Amos L.
Bean and wife, with Carroll, Everett
and AI mar Bean, all of Lewiaton; and
laat but not leasr, Perry A. Bean of Lea
Vegas, New Mexico, with his bride, Jenfrom Orooo,
nie (nee Brown) BeaD
Miine.
Nina F. Bean bad previously
arrived from Bartlett, Ν. H., where she
has a good position as teacher.
July 4:b brought Fletcher I Bean, a
and daughter
! brother of the host,
Marion, of Mason, also Alton B. R chardson and sister Grace Brown, nephew
and niece of the host.
This included all but Perry 0. Bean
and family (who reside in the far West
and could not get here) of the brothers
and their descendants living, and all of
the children and grandchildren of the
host and hostess, also invited guests,
Birch and Bianch Richardson.
The morning of the 4th being a tiue
one for a ride, Insley Invited his oldest
brother and wife into the auto and took
them to Bethel station to meet bis wife,
who bad been unable to come before,
and came back in high time for dinner.
The tables had been set in the shade
of the stately old elms in front of the
Bean bouse, where they were soon load·
e3"td ÎÎTctr fQilesi cspsc'ly. and all had
an opportunity to show what they could
do at the table on Independence Day.
A rope swing bad been suspended from
one of the old elms, and was in use most
of the day. The usual amount of firecrackers and gunpowder was burned
during the day and evening, and in the
evening a quantity of fireworks were
burned, which could be seen a long distance.
After the fireworks were over, the
bean hole, which had been in heating all
the afternoon, was prepared for the big
iron bean pot which bad been prepared
by the hostess, and when tbe beans had
been put to bed and well covered with
hot embers and soil, they were left to
prepare for breakfast.
The old home was so filled that some
took for tbe old camp tent, which was
soon filled with Beans.
They all found
their way to the breakfast table, prepared to test the quality of the beans
baked in the ground, which were unani-

Vivian Altera, who haa been teaching
in Walpole, Mans., ia with hia parents,
Mr. and lira. Charle· S. Akera.
Leon and Dwight Kilgore are apending a few weeka with their aiater, Alma
Lever, of Hallowell, who haa recently
retained home after » vieife with her
parent·, Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Kilgore.
Mi·· Augueta Spring of New Gloucester i« atopping with her brother, Wada·
worth Spring.
Miaa May Holt, who teachea in Somerville, Mua., ia with her mother, Mra.
Emma Bolt.
Miaa Mildred Holme· ia aaaiating Miaa
Libby at the Cottage Stndio.
Mr*. P. H. Beck «pent the paat week
as the gneat of ber parente, Mr. and Mra.
David Jordan, at Grand View Farm,

Albany.

Miaa Ruth Cnmminga haa returned
from a visit to her uncle and aunt, Mr.
and Mra. E. S. Cnmminga, at Bemia.
The W. C. T. U. held ita July meeting
with Miaa Emma Stone Wednesday with
The Augnat meeting
a good attendance.
will be omitted.
Dr. and Mra. P. E. Drake are visiting
relative· in Portsmouth, Ν. H., and in
Massachusetts.
Miaa Mary L. Adams, designer lor
Mrs. Powers in the millinery store, baa
finished the season there, and went on
Tuesday to Portland for a few days before returning to her home in Wiecasset.
Mrs. J Waldo Nash and daughter,
Miss Berenice Ni«b, are at the Weirs,
Ν Η., for two weeics.
Miss Mildred Millett is spending a
week with Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Pendexter
at the Isle of Spring·.
Sunday evening services at Witherell
Park continue, addressed by Rev. B. C.
Wentworth and Rev. R. J. Bruce.
Mr·. Aaron Paige 1· at her cottage at
Empire Grove for the summer.
Mayford Mann and his sister, Miss
Jennie Mann, attended the meeting of
the National Toung People's Chriatian
Union at Utica, N. T., last week.
Mrs. Mary Holden, Mrs. Frank AnIrews and S. Dexter Andrews are spendng two weeks at the Andrews cottage at
Did Orchard.
Mrs. Amos Hall and daughter Grace
>f Los Gatos, Calif., are visiting her
Mrs. Hall,
:ousin, Mrs. Frank Cox.
who before her marriage was Mary Whit;le and formerly lived in Norway, has
i»t been east before for thirty years.
Norway Anchor Lodge, I. 0. G. T.,
leld the second of its public meetings at
; te hall last
Monday evening, with a fair
ludieoce. Cake and cocoa were served,
! ind selections on a phonograph were
The
in the
j nterspersed
program.
, speakers were Charles F. Whitman, Esq.,
( îeorge A. Wilkins of South Berwick,
ûev. R. J. Bruce and Rev. B. C. Wentvorth. It is expected that these meetI ngs will be held each month during the
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the Androscoggin
valley
Muzzy
widened by four or five times—five to
bills
the
miles
in
back
to
thirty
rolling
summits as high as Oxford County
r
Mountains. Rock formation all disinteaiv
m
A ventilating electric fan has been in- grated ami deep rich soil to the tops—
»ra« n.
wooded mountain sides—oak,
eeting of the Oxford stalled over the back window at the heavily and other hard woods—no
The At
pine,
will be drug store of the Ciias. H. Howard Co. biekory,
Association
or fir
Every road side, lane or
"ark op Wednesday, Proprietor Brandon of the Sav >y^ Thea- jpruce
b«>d a" 1
farm house in heavy shade. One to
tre has also recently put in a simi.ar fan.
dinner as usual.
*'
Α·!8·
three barns 60 to 100 feet long to each
Mrs. L'eie Hutctiinson-Stone and her farm, with growing crops enough to 611
in
Universalis!
the
Τ be
held ! little daughter Dorothy bave been visit- them
outward
ication will be
Bouses showing all
ν
r
the last Sutidav in ing their brother and uncle. Mayor Eu- <ign« of wealth. One easily believes the
,·,
E,.xr
"undays in August the gene Stone at Qmncy, Mass. They will b<tys will stay at home to inherit such
be in South Paris during the month of bornes as these. This for 100 miles from
-d.
church *
August.
Imagine
Philadelphia to Gettysburg.
I of Grand Island,
A party c^n^is'ing of Mrs. Kate L'nd- «gain—an almost level plain 5 1-2 miles
\
e*here, this b*3 1-2 miles, a city of big brown tents,
tas been at his old er. Miss Catherine G Brings, M es Miry by
I. Ε An- each capable of accommodating sixteen1
of M nneapolis. Mrs
He is a
teen year·».
drews and diughter Eva. left Friday to to twenty mec, but only twelve assigned
.than Clifford.
f.
I gpeud a week at the Waiker camp at to each. Streets twenty feet wide and
V. Brackett and son
miles in length. Little Round Top and
Sbagg Pond.
llarrison
: o«T friends at
I'ulp's bill are not mountains, but small mously pronounced a great success.
Mr and Mrs L J. Bodge of Minneap- bills as we measure things in Maine—but
Iu age the party ranged from seventy ( lummer.
1^"
M ss Queenie H >we of
f a:
I
t ad
years down to two. Too soon the celeη history they tower mountains high.
been visiting the olis recently joined their cb-ldren at A.
The commission of Albert P. Bassett
5ir
! L Holmes', and la>»t w«ek Mr. Holmes,
The Maine delegation was on the fiel J bration was over, and all started for , is coroner has been renewed.
: turned home with them.
on
1
W. Κ Holrues, Mr. Bodge and son John it 7:30 p. u Sunday, June 20 h. The their homes. In all
probability we
The dry goods and millinery stores
Walker, Mrs. Alta Rankin ! Bodge spent a few days at the Holmes
II
again on ( :lose Friday afternoons during July and
principal exercise of the veterans was eball never all meet together
>cil!a Cba*e, with Mr. and I
we
all
meet
ici V
that
Pond.
earth.
God
May
grant
camp at Shaeg
traveling in search of the spots they oc\UgU8t.
« π»
](-·
Spoketield aud young «on
and looking for above.
Mrs. George W. Ridlon of West Paris
George A Gray, the aviator who made cupied fifty years ago,
Mans., as guests, spent eevthe comrades of by gone days.
vas iu town Tuesday, the guest of her
last
fair
at
the
September,
flights
county
Ast week at Camp Altamert•i
State Assessors Meet Here.
The highest estimate made of expect, lister, Mrs. George L. Curtis.
N
Mrs. Spoketield was was married at Washington. D C., a few
·.■>
i Pond.
Tbe state assessors, Bertrand Ο. Me·
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Hill of Paris have
to Miss Edith Wiley Steams, ed attendance was 40,000. Tuesday night
weeks
sine*,
resided
and
Mts May Kratner,
Dr. Bradbury informed the writer there Intire of Waterford, Ε. M. Johnston of ( :harge of the work at Lakeside Farm.
are now making their home at
and
they
c years since.
>:t
were 63,000 men on the ground, inclu.I- ! Brownville, and J. J. Dearboru of NewMrs. Frank Kimball has returned from
Bretton Woods, Ν. H.
ing the B!ue and Gray, and 5,000 more burg, arrived here Wednesday morning, \ he Eye and Ear Infirmary in Portland,
L s Merrill and Dr. C. M Merrill
The A. G. Walton Shoe Co. of Chelsea, jn the way to arrive during the night.
«·"
Auburn Wednesday evening to
coming from Fryeburg, where they had ν here she underwent an operation for
forThe death rate was much less than the had a session on tbe preceding day. ι he removal of ber tonsil·.
-.!je wedding of Carl R Bryan: of Mass., in which Harry M Wheeler,
u·
has
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Smith and daugh>>
and Miss Helen M Merrill, merly of South Paris, is interested,
average at home for the same number of Having no session on Wednesday, they
e
added to the several
manufacturing people. Comrade Brown of Livermore took an automobile and made a trip ι era Elsie and Eleanor, and Mr. and Mrs.
i:. 'er of Mr. and Mrs. (»e<Tge W
that
of
Falls was the first to die in camp. Wait- through Paris, Norway, Waterford, Al- i. W. Hills are on an automobile trip of
f Auburn. Mrs. Ella Burbank plants which it already owned
V?
Field-Holmes Co., also in Chelsea.
ing in line for his rations he reeled a bany, Bethel, Greenwood and Wood- ι en days to Union, Waldoboro and
am. Ν Η., formerly of South tha tent rope and
α
stock. That they paid particular atten- friendship.
.vas also one of the guests.
Vbert P. Abbott returned a few days moment, tripped over
Comrades took him at once to the tion to many pieces of property on the
Miss May Downing is working in the
at Lewiston. fell.
Λ
ertised letters and cards in South since from the hospital
Dr. j way, with a view to the matter of prop
where he died soon after.
National Bank during the vacaof
hospital,
the
Norway
he
underwent
where
amputation
?ir post office July 14:
He gets around a Bradbury embalmed the body and per- j er assessment, was evident from the ι ion season. Fred E. Smith is now takfeet.
both
of
toes
the
V
L. E. Bart >tt
home. numerous valuations of pieces of real | ng his vacation from the bank.
lttleontwo canes, and is recovering sonally attended to its shipment
M ·* Marr San'tersoa.
The United States government furnished estate along the route which they looked
Miss Ethel Lapham of the Perkins
Urai-e Laj.ham.
well from the effects of the operation.
is spend.tu» Am le Cob ley
the casket, wrapped in Old Glory, and up at their session on Thursday. Mr. institute in Watertown, Mass
* u««nDe«t
cftr<u.)
Mr. aoa Mrs. j. r. mcutrusua er„
tbe State of Maine furnished the trans-· Mclutire being familiar with the terri- ng tbe summer with her aunt, Mrs. Ε
Mau .··
tertainmg at their camp at Crystal Lake portation
* Co* (carl )
tory traversed was able to be of service Ε Witt, at the Lake.
!
*ts Brown (carl.)
Hamsun, Mrs. William Culbert aud
The doctor's staff, tbe members of the in pointing ont and afterwards recalling
The cottages on Pennesseewassee Lake
I
also
Mrs.
A.
Doris of Portland,
state militia and tbe Boy Scouts have | those things to which they wished esire now nearly all filled and tbe season
ovitation of Mr·. Walter L. Gray, daughter
of
Portland
son
Roland
L Robinson and
| s at its height.
proved themselves an honor to the state, pecially to refer.
nbers if the Seneca Ciub «peut
The party went by auto Saturday.
iuo
and Maine may well be proud of them.
A session was held at the court house
ueorgo VY. IIUQI UI OltU w<m»
Wednesday with her at Gray
A
on Lake Pennesseewassee.
The
I'niversalist ladies will hold They are everywhere and know every-1 Thursday, at which quite a number of | ruest of hie daughter, Mrs. W. F. Jones,
the camp. Is a veteran tbe local assessors of the county were ι or a short time last week. Oo bis reoner was carried by the guests. a food sale at the store of Grace Tbayer, thing about
and uexf week Wednesday, July 2S J, so keep lost, they take him to his street, his j present with tbeir valuation books for am he was accompanied by bis grandwas almost a perfect one,
TV
Always courteous, j inspection, and matters of assessment ( laughters, Prances and Mary Jones, for
ti was fully
enj *ved by all. it m mind and think what you will cook regiment, his tent.
The ladies should all be they deserve tbe respect of our people at were gone into very thoroughly in an in- t visit.
few children, there were f<>rthei«ae
formal way.
home, as they have won it here.
A house party at the Cumtnings cotas every food sale helps their
ree in the party.
tw'
Mr.
Grumblers are always to be found, but
The towns and assessors representing
age on Goat Island has included
side just so much.
A. Fr>st of South Framingthere is no occasion for it here
them were:
Bethel, Fred F. Bean; ind Mrs. William C. Stiles and children,
who had been here for mime
The Juniors of the Congregational
han
The sleeping accommodations are of Greenwood, Η. M. Swift; Hebron, Ar- Doris and Willis, and Mr. and Mrs.
*·
.ins her parents, Mr. and Mis. c.'iurch will be en'ertained at the par- the best.
Cots and blankets for every- [ thur E. George; Norway, George W. Harry H. White and daughter Arolyn,
from
3to5.
The
Mr.
Frost
on
Wednesday
ixwell, joined
sonage
ill of Portland, Mr. and Mrs. Moses P.
one, and fool without limit, and the Holmes, A. D. Frost; Oxford, O. F.
weeks since on hie vacation, Juniors will please bring their mission- best in the world.
4t> it
Bradford; Paris, C. W. Bowker, A. E. stiles and son Richard, Alton E. Whitet
have beeo visiting in Wale· ary envelopes as they will be opened at
is
The reunion of the Blue and Gray
Dean; Waterford, W. V. Kueeland, W. iead, Mr. and Mrs. Stephen B. Cumifh, but came a few days tais t me If stormy Wednesday the I1 perfect and cordial. The unfortunate W. Abbott; Woodstock, H. A. Bacon; niugs and children, Ruth, Stephen and
s*'Uth Paris, where they will party will be on Thursday.
stabbing of some people by a drunk η Lincoln Plantation, Lewis Olson.
Dorothy.
Λ their time.
not typify the
Miss Bertha Pearson of Campello,
Formerly the state assessors, while it
Mr. and Mrs A D. Cotton of Windsor, young Southerner does
braof
A
Be
called
the
valuation
bv
means.
to
fix
] was their business
Mass.. is (he guest of her uncle, John
any
>
arrived here Saturday. They are feeling
„e is being made in the Vt
a nasty man and got «hat
the towns for assessment of the state tax, ilutchins, and family.
»
the factory of the Paris enj.tying an automobile trip through ham Lincoln
man will while a veteran ia »Wve— were beyond that point, as concerned
The meeting of the Norway Board of
Mm
iring Co. The furnaces, in- New Hampshire, Massachusetts, and every
a swat in tbe jaw.
their relation with the assessors of the Trade will be beld oo Friday evening of
«ea
ng under the ends of the Maine. They are accompanied by their
Of course there is room to grow elo- towns, hardly more than an advisory thin week.
lie'··
before, will be in front of 8··η, A Η. H. Co1 t<>n, and wife and twin
of such
if tbe writer was
Mrs. Agnes Brown spent the paît
body. Under the present law, however,
»
new system of automatic
daughters, Dorothy and May, of Boston. quent but aufiioe it to capable
effort,
say the Old Boys they have much more power, and their week with Miss Emma Smith at her cot
lined, the fuel being fed in at
meat
cotter
of
A.T. Bennett
Norway,
have bad the time of their lives—good authority to invee'igate assessments and lage at the lake.
»'ead of the end of the furnace.
in Churchill's market, has been laid up quarters, good food, the finding of old correct irregularities if they discover
The Universallst church U closed for
>f setting the new furnaces
at his home for a few days with a wound I friends, and the
last Hurrah for Old them is ample. It is within their prov
the summer vacation, and tbo Sunday
»
*:· e time, so that it was
In his work in the market
m his foot
ince if they see tit to order an entire ro- Sohool is suspended.
Glory on Gettysburg's victorious field.
»'.ir· ip the factory after
he dropped a big knife on his foot, the
Scott.
Mrs. Jennie Bean has gone to Springvaluation of tbe town. Appeals from
of
this
TiCi
.Monday morning
abouti
cut
a
in
and
making
the local assessors to the courts in mat- yaln for a stay with relatives.
•er»
α
,ι| been planned, but it is point going
Prisoner Took Leg Bail.
blood poisoning got
au inch long, and
ters of valuation are also generally referMrs. Charles Jennks of Providence, R.
t will be running withiu a
info it.
Carl S. Lawson, a "trusty," made a red to them by tbe courts, and their re- [., is the guest of Mrs. Florence Pugg.
lew .,»
from the jail Thursday after port, while not final, is accepted by the
The New Idea Society met with Miss
Kev. E. A. Davis and family will go getaway
iiev II P. Forbes, D I),
and a good one, notwithstanding court.
Nellie Booker Wednesday afternoon.
next Saturday to a cottage at South nojn,
1(1
.NY, will be clad to learn
the fact that it was quickly reported.
From here the state assessors went to
Miss Elva Perry is visiting friends in
Kreeport which they will occupy for ten
that he
Lawson and another young man were Rumford, where they bad a similar ses- Lynn and Haverhill, Mass., and vicinity.
mproving in health after a
days. The Baptist church will "be closed arrested in
for
bad
been
He
wr^i
last
After
Miss Marjorie Barker is in the law
sion on Friday.
iteration.
April.
Bridgton
Mr.
for two Suudays, July 20 and 27.
suffering with au affection Da\is vacation a so includes a week at their arrest they acknowledged having
office of A. J. Stearns.
u'b which the physicians
into the Hill store in Browntield,
Mrs. Bertram Goldthwaite and son
Spencer-Huntress.
the Christian Workers' Conference at broken
of Mr. Goldthwaite's
also an unoccupied summer residence in
-••rely functional, but which Northtield, Mass.
A very quiet wedding took place at Earleare the guests
nf jUDe he went
ire* *
Tije
Cornish. They were bouud over to the the borne of tbe bride's parents, Mr. and mother, Mrs. Nellie Goldthwaite, in
«I of Dr. Earla E. Bessey io
For the first four Sundays in August October term of court.
-j
Mrs. Asbury Huntress of Hiram, Thurs- Lynn, Mass.
there combined services will be held by the
was
the trouble
J.awson had been around Browofieid
Miss Tessa Thibodeau is at Old OrJune 28, when their daughter, Elsie
day,
the baptists and Methodists—all services for some time, and a number of people
a.·,
an
obstruction of
Bertha Mann in her
Ernestine Huotres*, was united in mar- chard assisting
sere ,>r ourlet of the stomach.
On the first and second Sundays the
(here expressed confidence in him, and
to Mr. John H. Spencer of North- lunch room.
riage
and
»
>n was performed about two
vices will be at the Baptist church,
Mr. and Mrs. D. M. French have resaid that he must have been led into the
bridge, Mass., by Rev. Frederick Bannisand be is now making a good will be c nducted by Kev. C. I. Spear. aff tir by the other fellow. Accordingly
home after spending three weeks
ter, Cornish, Me using the single ring turned
I
the
fourth
and
weeks
of
third
and
Sundays
On the
gh t will be some
at Hancock Point.
be had been employed as trusty,
was
decoTbe
service.
prettily
parlor
I
s able to leave the hospital.
strvicee will be held at the Methodist late bad been put on to the kitchen rated with
Mrs. Harry Mann returned home Wedroses, ferns and evergreen.
in Portand will be conducted by Rev. work with Joseph Lieman, whose term
The bride was v»ry becomingly gown- nesday from Dr. King's hospital
Tk ■:■■·· kml <>f a time, is the report church,
E. A. Davie.
is near'y finished, so that he might con
ed in a dainty white dress of embroider- land, and Is mnch improved.
r ans whv> attended the Gettysbj
timie with it after Lieman goes.
A sunset picnic, from 5:30 to 8 o'clock,
ed voile. Her only ornament was a
centennial. Except for the
L. Ε Scruton came last week, and hael
It )e customary to allow the kitchen beautiful pearl pin, the gift of the groom. was beld by tbe Baptist Sunday School
•used by the presence of begun on the concrete bridge near the
for' tuen after they are through with their She carried a bouquet of white roses. at Deacon J. B. Field's on Alpine Street
'w iiisan 1 veterans when only foundry, getting the material ready
with an attendance of
to sit out doors a while and cool The
"·' t'
groom wore the conventional black. Friday evening,
nand bad been expected, the abutments. The new bridge will be work,
afier dinner they were
The maid of honor was the bride's sis- seventy.
*"■'4 gemeots for their
accommoda- a little farther down stream than the I out. Thursday
I
and Lawson reout in thia
A'!r
ter, Miss Ethel L. Huntress, who is prin: tf. *t could have been done,
*
old, and will cross at a little different sitting that there way,
were strawberries and
Circus Spirit in the Air.
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ci is >ti was one which
cipal of one of the schools In Brockton,
will re- angle, nearer in line with Hill Street. marked
who
over the wall.
Lieman,
Mr.
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I
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to
man
best
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The
® »
Mass.
the
contract
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also
their m*m 'ries almost as vivid- Mr. Scruton
was reading, paid no particular attention
A. Bailey, a cousin of the bride.
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to him, but when he had finished readAfter the ceremony refreshments were
he veterans as Ions for the Bethel Water Co.
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come
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Carl
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served, and the happy couple started for
predicted. There
Like a northeast snow storm in Janu-|
No Carl was to be seen, and after Lie- the Maine beaches, where they will pass
>
n;y about a dozen
moths aronnd man had looked around a little, he re
brown-tail
were
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ary
a few weeks.
With a fanfare of trumpets, a flaunting
Only one of the the arc lights Saturday evening. There
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Their home will be in Whitinsville,
ported at the sheriff's office.
'•cation died, Augustus
of banners, a blare of music from many
was with Jailer Mass
seamed to bd more of them than ever beas
Sheriff
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Frotbingham
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where
employed
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tu re Falls, and hi·
and snappy step of highbred
fore. Sunday morning the light pole», Titu· in the office at the time. A shower foreman steam fitter by tbe Whitins- bands,
him against going
the parade of the Downie and
and houses and everything else in the coming up just then delayed the work of ville Machine Co. The bride was gradu- steeds,
account of bis conWheeler Shows will capture the streets
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searching a little, but as aoon as practi- ated from Gorbam Normal School, and
dition.
of South Paris on Monday, tbe 21st.
the moths cable Mr. Frotbingham and Mr. Titus
been a very successful teacher. For the
painted. Monday morning
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way.
service,
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long and happy wedded
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A Great Promoter of Buslaeaa.
A person of some note io certain
quarter· wu set »t liberty when one Annie McLeod *11 released from jail about
two week* since, bnt tbe liberty was of
short daration. She had served a short
sentence for disturbing the peace in the
town of Woodstock, and as soon as she
was released the Wooodatock authorities
began proceedings to have her committed
to the state insane hospital, of which she
has on two former occasions for some
time been an inmate. Very soon complaints came to Jailer Titus from Norway, to which town she Lad gone, that
she was making a disturbance, and they
wanted him to go over and arrest her.
Jailer Titus is a little new in the public office business, and he said, "Now
they're about ready to take her to the
hospital, and if I go over there and arrest
her it'll make more expense for the
conoty." So Instead of making the arrest and getting his fees, be telephoned
to Bryant's Pond, and on the next train
which came in an hour or so an officer
came down and took charge of tbe delinquent, and the next morning she was
taken to the hospital at Augusta.
Now all this petty story of an ununfortunate degenerate isn't worth tbe
typewriter ribbon that it uses up, except to remind those who know about it
of tbe trouble that this same Annie McLeod has stirred up just by being alive.
Because of the necessity for food to
maintain her existence, at least three
cities and towns in Maine have contested
in the courts for tbe honor of having ber
declared a resident of some other town,
and several lawyers bave pocketed more
or less fat fees in consequence thereof.
And when at last it was decided that tbe
honor belonged to no town, but to the
state at large, the trouble was not ended.
For lo and behold, it was transferred to
the legislative halls, under the dome of
the state bouse at Augusta. And just
because this poor unfortunate woman
bad to be fed and clothed, one of the
most famous forensic contests of the
session of 1911 was waged on tbe floor of
the bouse. It is given to but few to be
tbe passive agent in the promotion of so
much business for tbe ^onrts and legislatures.
And since she is generally, after a season in the state hospital, restored to her
right mind, or as near it as she ever had,
there may yet be moro trouble, and perhaps new brands of it, in tbe future.

[

"Dr. Thorn**' Eclectic Oil U the be·* remedy
It has been
for that oft»n fatal disease—croop.
u»e<1 with iucces* In our famllr for eight year·.
—Mr·. L. Whtteacre, Buffalo, Ν. Y.

bowel·, try
25c at all

Prompt Attention Given to 'phone and Mail Orders.

Serious Error In South Paris

Ζ. L. MERCHANT & CO.

For t mild, eaey action of the
Doan'· Beguleto, a modern laxative.
•tore*.

fatal caaee of kidney disease
reached the incurable stage because the patient did not understand the
symptoms. Even today in South Paris
there are many residents making the
same serious error.
They attribute their
mysterious aches and pains to overwork,
or worry, perhaps, when all the time
their rbenmatic pains, backache and
bladder irregularities are most probably
due to weak and ailing kidneys. If you
are ill, if your kidoeys are out of order,
profit by this South Paris resident's ex-

Many

have

perience.

Mrs. C. F. Ware. Pleasant St., South
Paris, Me., sa.vs: "For some time one of
my family suffered from kidney trouble.
There were sharp shooting pains through
the small of the back with dizzy spells
and headaches. On a friend's advice
Doan'a Kidney Pills were obtained at
Chas. H. Howard & Co's Drug Store.
They gave prompt relief."
Mrs. C. F. Ware is only one of many
South Paris people who have gratefully
endorsed Doan's Kidoey Pills. If your
back aches—if your kidneys bother you,
don't simply ask for a kidney remedy—
ask distinctly for Doan's Kidney Pillthe
same that Mrs. Ware bad—the remedy
backed by home testimony. 50c all
Foster-Milbtirn Co.,
stores.
Props.,
Buffalo, Ν. Y. "When your Back Is
name."
lame—Remember the

IN U

When you visit my office,
assured of the
are
painless method of extracting your teeth, I can extract them withoui ihc lesst
sensation of pain.

Heavy, Impure blood nukes muddy, plmplv
complexion, headachcs, nausea, Indigestion.
Thin blood makes you weak, pale and slcklv
For pure blood, sound digestion, use Burdock
a

Blood Bitters,

il 00 at all

and best
in dental
All my best work
Full set
teed.
from
ments

stores.

In Norway, Juno 16, to the wife of William F.
Brown, a eon.
In Mexico, July 3, to the wife of Harry O.
Virgin,.a daughter.
In Canton, July 2, to the wife of El Ion Rlabec,

a eon

Pern, July 1, to the wife of Stanley
llammnnil, a son.
In Rumford, July 1, to the wife of Harry
Wing, a eon.
In West

In
Illram, June 28. liy Rev. Frederick
Bannister, Mr. John H. Spencer of Northbrldge.

Mass., mil MlEl le Ernestine Huntress of
Hiram.
In Norway, July 9, by Rev R. J. Rruce, Mr.
Cyrus I.ee Amlrewe of Lovell ami Miss Rllla
Iieryl McKeen of Stoneh»m.
In Went Paris, July 5, by Rev (.'has. Juiln, Mr.
Mattl Schrodeerus an<l Miss Ania Korhoncn,
both of West Paris.
In Rumford, Julv 4, by Florus II. Ilartlctt,
Esq., Mr. Jesse S. E-«tes of Woodstock and Miss
Qladys I. Delano or Rumford.
In South Andover, July 2, Mr. Alwyn A.
Elliott of North Rumford and Miss Cecelia L.
Abbott of South Andover.
In East Dlxfleld, July 7, by Rev. L. W. Rsy.
mond, Mr. Arthur Elwln Allen of Jay and Miss
Anna Ella Al en of East Dlxllcld.

years.
In canton, July 1, Infant daughter of Mr.
and Mrs James U. Davis.
In East Dlxfleld, June 25, Orrln Bralnard,
aged about 64 vears.
In E*st Dlxfleld, June It), Mrs. Laura Dwlnal.
In Andover, July », John Roberts.
In Sumner, July 6, Louis W. Davenport, aged
55 years.
In Battlo Creek, Mich., Mrs. WUma E. (Green)
Baldwin, a native of 1'cru, aged 63 years.
In Rumford, July 3, Mrs, Mary Mcpherson,
aged 80 years.

Here

are

sooner or

season.

the Values you

Secure

can

:

One Lot Tailored Suits Priced S7.95

formerly retailed at from $t 1.00 to $33.50.
black serge, diagonals and fancy gray mixtures, your choice of lot at only $7.95, and the balance of
about HALF
our stock of suits are being offered at
These suite

Materials

are

PRICE.

Ladies' and Children's Coats.
are

Wool Coats

Our entire line of Spring and Summer
olVered at about Half Price.

being

a

discount of 25 per cent, otl'of

regular prices.

slightly
Priced

guaranof teeth

Attractions in the Wash Goods

Department.

One lot of the newest wash fabrics,

including Corin-

thian Cords, Pique, Ratine, etc., goods we have sold all
the season from 22c. to 25c., priced 17c. yard.

Dress Muslins.

Figured

Fine assortment of these

terials, values

dainty

weather

warm

10, 12 I-2C., 15 and 17c

Priced 7,

10

ma-

and

12 I-2C.

Me!

Special

Lot

of medium and dark colored cotton wash

goods, including

Sateens, Ducks, Tweeds, etc., values
Your choice from lot at S i-2c. yard.

Poplins,

10

to

15c.

Ai^Our store will be closed Friday afternoons

during July and August.
ONE PRICE CASH STORE.

THE BEST
SEED UNDER

We have just received our grass I
seed and it is something very nice,
testing very high in analysis.

good line of all kinds
seed, barley, seedcorn and

We have

a

of grass
some Natural Re-cleaned Seed Oats.
It will pay you to get our prices be-1
fore buying.
nice line of poultry

a

MAINE

NORWAY.

thê'sun

feed, including scratch feed and
chick feed, in fact all kinds of poultry
feed.

■

5>outn raris,

Monday, July

21.

'He

These are bought in car lots at the
lowest possible prices and will l>e
sold accordingly.

C. B. Gunnings k
Norway,

ι

Maine.

WANTED,

ί Mr U.
In West Parle, July 6, Mrs. Augusta M. Cole
Estes, aged 75 years.
In West 1'arls, July 7, James Henry Ross,
aged 34 years.
In Rumford, July 4, Thomas Kellcy, aged 70

we are

withheld until the end of the

Special

achievescience.

South Paris,

We also have

Married.

narily

patrons

purchases,

from their

later, anil beservice
the
all
possible
get
making offers that are ordi-

conn

to

at about Half Price.

C. L. BUCK,

For any Itching skin trouble, piles, eczema,
salt rheum, hlvee, Itch, scald head, herpes,
scabies Doan's Ointment Is highly recommended. 50c a box at all stores.

Β'τπ.

want

cause we

our

One lot of these goods of which sonv are
soiled and mussed, others discontinued numbers.

$7.00 Up.

V.

We know that this must

Knit and Muslin Underwear

Desired

Latest

Prices

All go in at

Administered

When

WORMS.

You can change fretful, Ill-tempered
children into healthy, happy youngsters,
by ridding tbem of worms. Tossing,
rolling, grinding of teeth, crying ont
while asleep, accompanied with intense
thirst, pains in the stomach and bowels,
feveriehness and bad breath, are symptoms that indicate worms.
Kickapoo
Worm Killer, a pleasant candy lozenge,
expels the worms, regulates tbe bowels,
restores your children to health and
happiness. Mrs. J. A. Brisbin, of Elgin,
III., says: "I have used Kickapoo Worm
Killer for years, and entirely rid my
children of worms. I would not be without it." Guaranteed. All druggists, or
by mail. Price 25c. Kickapoo Indian
Medicine Co., Philadelphia and St.
Louii. Chas. H. Howard Co.

MAI IN

Ether

Merchandise at Clearance Sale

Ladies' and Children's White Voile
and Muslin Dresses

you

The Bath Times tells of an interesting ;
and profitable experiment made by a !
young lady of that city with a package
of sample pills which were left at her t
home. Just for fun she cut one of tbem
up and found that the interior was a
dark blue substance which she dissolved
and with the liquid dyed a piece of white
goods a beautiful blue color. She
thought it would be quite a novelty to
bave some article of clothing colored
with these pills, so collecting five boxes
from the neighbors, she tried coloring a
white shirt waist. To do this she used
25 pills and the waist is now decidedly
It is a color not named
not a light blue.
in the catalogue.
RID TOUR CHILDREN OF

Successors to S. B. and Z. S. Prince

South Pari· Citizem Will Do Well to
Profit by the Following.

some

chairs to cane-seat.

PHILIP SPEAR,
South Paris, Me

27*f|

Telephone 7-21
Gardens Flowed
AND

General Team work
fur one horse team.

VERNAL EDWARDS.

Tel. 11 0

17tf

South Paris. I

■

Ι40'·

Ι

porternducted
Mmt

Upr*

f*o%

7u'!n

of It* 1
Cou -Kce of this School together with the help
Women1
of starting thousands of young Men and
le
reasonIt
others
for
What It lia» done
on the road to a huccc <ful career in the lluslnesi World.
I
Portland, Bangor ami Augusta.
Write for Kr se Catalogue.
able to suppose It can do for you.
Summer School at South Casco.
Maine
G. D. HARDEN,Treasurer, Uangor,
27- in
E. L. SHAW, President, Portland, Maine.

Telegraphy
Ruslness,
THEPosition
Department has been the
Shorthand and

■

Γ""'

leo»..'

>[

^u'pment

GARDEN

YOUR

PROTECT

From the Ravages of the
We

can

supply

Bugs.

of
you with Paris Qreen, Arsenate

Powder.
Lead, Bug Death, Hellebore and Insect
Use it early before the Bugs destroy the plants.
We also have fly catchers of all kinds.
Come in and get a

"Fly Swatter"

FREE.

AT THE PHARMACY OF

CHAS. H. HOWARD CO.

*{![.

S !κ

uicans

The
SOUTH

You Need

■

^GKOlIUL Store

PARIS,

e

a

MAINE

Carriage Umbrella

fringe for $500. The
this hot weather.
selling
without
khaki
fringe, $3.50. Plain wood
khaki with fringe, $4.00. The
handled cart-umbrellas, $1.75.
I

am

the duck with fine

W
STREET PARADE AT 10:30 A. M.
MAGNIFICENT MILE-LONG FREE
DAILY AT 2 AND 8 P. M.
η

ι—ι-

-,

PERFORMANCES

Cut Flowers

ι

Plants

At the Greenhouse,

E. P. CROCKETT,
SOUTH PARIS,

James N. Favor, εκλεκτ™· CASTORIA For Infants and Children.
01 Main 8t, Norway, Main·.
Tkl UM YwHiii AliipBHgkt
\i

florist.

MAINE.

Sjfi ji/f?

""

NEGLECTED CONSTIPATION

Boots

Ground Gripper

The Cause of Trouble

in many eases of sickness, says an ex-

For Men and Women.

perienced Nurse. She tells of the propIt has
er remedy in the same letter.
been successfully used by thousands in

the past sixty years. You have no
reason to doubt its value in your case"I think the "L.F." Atwood's Medother
or
bunions,
arches,
broken
flat
feet
If you have
icine is an excellent tonic and is very
Constipation, which is the
and good for
ailments caused by wearing ill fitting shoes, come here
cause of more sickness than anything
else that I know of."
of Ground Grippers and you will find reA Nurse, Mrs. L. A. Hawes,
be fitted with a
Bucksport, Me.

pair

lief and comfort

We have sold many

the last two years and our

They

idly.

are

durable

as

pairs

of these boots in

sale on them is

well

as

increasing

Large bott!e 35 cents. All dealer·
rap- A sample free by addressing

G. H.

The Price is $5.00.

SWËTTSHOE

Ε. N.

PENLEY,

MANUFACTURER.

CO.,

Farm

Dump

Wagons,
Carts,

Horse Shoeing

Norway, Maine.

Opera House Block,

CO., Portland,Me.

"L. P." MEDICINE

comfortable.

and

Telephone 38-2.

Jobbing.

G. H.

PENLEY,

South Paris, Maine.

ÂW0MANS DAY
It begins early, and ends late. It is full
of work from sun rise to bed time. Being
constantly on her feet, she often has
kidney trouble without knowing it She
has backache. It is hard for her to get
up in the morning, she is so tired and
worn out. She does not sleep well, has
poor appetite and is
nervous. Her bladder
gives her trouble too.

Foley

Kidney Pills

will cure all that,
and Qake her again
STRONG, WLLL and VIGOROUS.
Get Foley Kidney Pill· at the nearest
drug store and START TAKING THEM
TO-DAY. They cost less than the doctor
and do more. The genuine Foley Kidney
A. K.

only in the yellow package.

are «old

Pilla

South Parle.

SUUBTLBPF A CO.,

S. Κ. NEWELL A

Pari*.

CO..

For Sale.
Green gray birch cord wood.
B. M. GREELY,
R. F. D. 2, South Paris, Me.

Worms In Children.

We In just received

a

Car Load ci these Trucks.

We still Have a large

lot 01

Farm Machinery.
Cement Blocks and Brick
Purposes.

For Building

PARIS,

A

King

Kineo

If mother· only knew the tortures the
little ones may suffer from worms!
Thousands of children have stomach
worms or pin worms and their parent· do
not

know it.

ailments.
Signs of

MAINE.

Range Free!

They

doctor them for other

worms are:

few cases the face takes on a dull
leaden hue. Eyes heavy and dull, twitching eyelids; itching of the noee; itching of
the rectum; short, dry cough; grinding of
a

teeth; little red points sticking out on
tongue; starting during sleep; slow fever;
pulse quickened and irregular; body maybe
th·

hot; and often, in children, convulsions.
Don't delay ! Delays are dangerous.
Give the children at

once

of Dr.

some

True's Elixir. Directions on the bottle.
Sold by all dealers at 35c, 50c and $1.00.

Thousands of grateful mothers have given
my Dr. True's Elixir to sick children and
restored them to health.

WANTED.

Live Poultry of all kinds
especially Broilers.
Weighed and remitted for on day

of arrival.
Write us

9S6-2.

for

prices

References National
Leather Bank, Auburn.

or

'phone

Shoe

and

Crates Furnished

WM. H. BAILEY & SON,
7 East Turner

17tf

St., Auburn, Maine.

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Patents

The person bringing the largest number of this entire
advertisement, cut from the Oxford Democrat, to

HOBBS' VARIETY STORE, NORWAY,
on or

free

a

before Tuesday. Dec. 23, 1913, at 2 P. M., will receive
No. 8-20 King Kineo Range valued at $60.00.

Included in the above, for each

HOBBS' VARIETY
a

I RADE

receipt

counted

purchase amounting

STORE

coupon will be given valued
such in the final count.

or

as

or
as

to

25

cents from either

S. J. RECORD & SON,
5 of the advertisements, to be

Design·
Copyrights Ac.

«ending a «ketch and description may
whether an
(iitolilT ascertain our opinion freeCommuniesufvntlon m probably patentebla.
1011·strictly confidential. HAN0800K on Patenta
fur
>>l.1w»t
«ont Tree.
nocurmg patenta.
«wency
Patenta taken through Munu & Co. receive
i.r.-tM nultct, without charge. In the
Anion·

Scientific American.

Κ handsomely Illustrated

weekly. Largest cir-

culation of any scientific Journal.
;mt : four months, |L Sold by ail

Term·, 93 a
newidaaler*.

New York
&Co.3S1B,o,dweT·
MUNN
β» Γ Ht- Washington. D. C
Branch
OOe·.

SIMPLICITY IN THE HOME
There Is Such a Condition ae Having
Too Many Furnishings.
Many nervous, irritable, dissatisfied,
women would become calm

unhappy
and contented If they would store, give
or throw away half of their belongings. Some have abandoned elegant

residences and taken their families
Into hotels or boarding bouses who
could have continued to keep up their
homes if. iustead of giving np their
houses themselves, they hnd done away
with the superfluous furnishings.
Some one. often the mistress herself,
must clean and care for every article
of furnishing. no matter how humble
Its use or bow ornamental Its functiou.

and this round of duties proves many
times to be a grievous burden on delicate shoulders.
There Is such η thing possible as having too many utensils and tools to
work with, so that taking out. replacing and keeping tliem clean and In order add to the dally labor. Too much
furniture In a room, so that walking
through It seems a perilous attempt to
steer a course without disaster, too
many garments to wear, for time is

consumed in raring for them, and even
iu choosing what to put on.—Suburban
Life Magazine.

A Widow'· Curiou· Cap.
A very curious cup form» tbu "widow's weeds" of the Australian aborigine
in one part of the great island contl

Near the northeast bend of the
Murray river it is the custom for widows to attend upon the tombs of their
Then after shaving
departed lords.
their heads they cover them with pipe
clay kneaded Into a paste. The head
is Best covered with η net to prevent
the clay from sticking too tightly to
the skin, a misfortune which is partly
averted by the amount of grease with
which every Australian native Is anointed. A layer of this clay several inches
In thickness Is plastered over the head
and when dry forms η sort of skullcap
exactly fitting the head on which it
As it weighs several
was
molded.
pounds, the widow's cap canuot be

comfortable.

Weather Vane·.
The best weather vanes are made
with the greatest nicety and precision,
so that they balance perfectly and turn
The
with the least possible wear.
vane is, ôt course, longer on one side
of the socket than on the other or it
would not turn with the wind, but Its
weight is the same ou both sides. If
it is a narrow vane, for instance, the
weight of the solid head is easily
made equal to that of the longer, projecting but thinner feather end. and all
varies, whatever they may be. are balanced as to weight and so adjusted
that they turu easily and with the
least possible friction.
Under· tending.
A well known artist tells of an amusing colloquy in an art gallery where

two young women were viewing a copy
of Millet's "(ileaners."
One of the young women was carried
away by her enthusiasm. "How beauWhat art!"
tiful!
How wonderful!
she exclaimed. "Above all, bow uatural!"
Then, after a pause, she said. "But
wbat are those people doing?"
Drawing nearer to read the title, she
was enlightened.
"Oh. now," she added, "I see! (Cleaning millet! How wonderful! How beautiful!"—Exchauge.
A Substitut·.
Mrs. Crabshaw—When the woman
next door returned after belug away a
week ber husband was Just contemptible enough to say that he hadn't missrd her. Crabshaw—1 dou't suppose be

He had the talking machine going all the time.-Judge.

did.

New Per/Sction

Broils Both Sides At Once
Steaks and Chops well done or rare
—just the way you like them—
when you use a New Perfection
Broiler with a New Perfection Oil

Her Advantag·.
"Your daughter has an angelic dis-

position.."

"Yes;
always let her have her
own way about everything."
we

An Institution Is the lengthened shadow of one man.—Emerson.

Cook-Stove.

No dust. No coal. No
ashes. No delay. Burns
kerosene, the cheapest,
cleanest fuel.

The new 4-burnerNew
Perfection Stove is the
best and most complete
cook-stove made.
Smaller stoves with 1,
2, or 3 burners.
Ask your dealer to show
you a New Perfection
stove with the New Perfection oven, toaster,
pan-cake griddle and
other accessories or
write for descri ptive

catalogue

Musical Not·.
Tardy Arrival (at the concert»—nave
I missed much? What are they playing
low? One of the Elect The "Nluth
Fymphony." Tardy Arrival- Gooduess!
Am I as lato as that?—Harper's Batar.
—

Oil Cook-stove

to

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
of New York

Stupid Etoftaalof of Ortat OenluM*.
The finer Individual qualities are often

HOMEMAXEBS COLUMN.

late in revealing themaelvM. It la the
When tli· Log Cabin and Hard Cider Correspondence on (opto· of Interest to the ladles older, racial tendenoiee that rale in childU aondted. AcMnu: Editor ΗΟίακΑΚη·'
Enthusiasts Rejoioed.
hood. Irritation at restraint, irresponCouncil. Oxford Demoerat, South Parla. Me
Politk-al enthusiasm has taken many
sibility, and primitive indolence, are to
be expected. Some mature slowly and
forms during the lifetime of this naCare of the Skin and Hair.
are called itupld.
George Eliot learned
The Harrison-Van Buren presition.
Tborwaldaen,
The beaoty of the complexion depend· to read with difficulty.
dential campaign of 1840 waa in some
on the oondition of the blood, the sculptor, spent three years in one
coun- largely
tbe
remarkable
most
the
respects
and care must be exercised to throw off class lo the village school; Burger, the
try has ever seen. "From May till No- all imparitlea and acidity from the sys- poet of Qerman ballade, required several
Al"it
seemed
vember," says one historian,
tem.
years to learn the Latin forms; and
Because of Its constant exposure to fierl, the Italian poet, was dismissed by
as if all ablebodied citizens simply
be. Were
went about In processions to attend the air, the skin of the face requires the bis teachers, so backward was
most careful treatment. It Is impossible it necessary, the list might be Indefinitemass meetings."
to lay down one set of rules for the care ly extended by addiog Newton, Byron,
Tbe great oddity of tbe campaign
of tbejcomplexion|tbat will suflSoe for all Ibsen, Walter Pater, Pierre Curie, and
citbe
and
coon
tbe
was tbe log cabin,
is
women, or an Infallible regime that will others. Sometimes seeming stupidity
Idea
origi- answer
der barrel. Tbe log cabin
for every possible facial III. Bach due to interest in snbjrcts outside the
wblcb
nated with an opposition paper
one most discover the particular treat- little cirole round which the tethered
bad said slightingly that "William ment, formulae and recipe· that are best children are allowed to graze. Fulton,
Ilenry Harrison better go back to In- adapted to ber particular needs.
Watt, and Sir Humphry Davy, in early
Never lose sight of the fact that the childhood, were already busy with the
diana and stay there In his log cabin
skin of the face la more delicate than experiments which were to be told to
drinking bard cider."
that of any other part of the body, that children after the teachers who called
Harrltaken
was
taunt
by
np
The
sadden change· of temperature are ex- them stupid were forgotten.
Hon's followers. Log cabins sprang up
tremely Irritating and that cold affects
Tolstoy, Ooetbe, and Dean Swift were
town
In every
all over tbe Union.
some skin· disastrously,
injuring the refused their degrees because they failed
there was a house warming, and the log circulation and obstructing it· capillary in their university examinations, and,
cabin was thrown open to the publli· arteries, tending to thicken and harden for the same reason, Ferdinand BruneOn tbe roof the cuticle.
tiere was denied admission to tbe Ecole
amid general rejoicing.
At Cambridge,
Diet is another important factor in the Normale Supérieure.
was a live raccoon, and a barrel of
inof the careful woman; do not
also, Sir William Thomson was not a
elder stood before the door, where any regime
dulge in highly-seasoned foods or sweets senior wrangler, though one of tbe examone who desired might drink all he
the result of which will be an unsightly, iners admitted that "the successful comchose.
mottled complexion.
petitor was not fit to cut pencils for
It was a campaign of oddities. Some
Friction, or massage, should be used Thomson." When asked why he had
of the symbols have never been sur- very carefully and judiciously, as more delayed so long on one of the problems
passed for genuine absurdity.—Maga- harm than good can be done if the face which he himself bad discovered,
is not handled properly.
Thomson replied that, having forgotten
zine of Americun History.
The most common of skin disorders is that it was one of bis own inventions, be

nent.

Indigestion, with a variable appetite;
abnormal craving for sweets; nausea and
vomiting; swollen upper lip; sour tongue;
offensive breath; hard and full belly with
occasional gripings and pains about the
nave!; face at one time flushed, then pale
and in

A. W. WALKER &. SON,
SOUTH

&/V. tJxaxj*-.

Br

A CAMPAIGN OF ODDITIES.

OBEY THAT IMPULSE!
Instead of enduring the dally torment
of weak back, backache, aore kidney·,
swollen joint· and rheumatiam, obey
that impulse to take Foley Kidney Pilla.
They co-operate with nature, which aocounte for their aucceaa In all kidney
and bladder dlaordera. They are healing, strengthening and tonic. Obey
that impulse to-day and give them a
chance to help yon. A. E. Sburtleff Co.,
South Parla; S. E. Newell 4 Co., Pari·.
can't understand
It. No matter how good >od benevolent I try to be, It aeema nobody ever
laya 4good word abont me.
His Wife (colloquially)—Never mind,
Jear; you're not dead yet. Be patient;

Multimillionaire—I

lome

day they will.

RHEUMATISM AND THE HEART.
Don't overlook the grave fact that
rbenmatiam easily "settles in tha heart,"
rod dlatnrba the valvular action. The
:nre conaiata In removing the cause.
Foley Kidney Pilla so tone up and
itrengthen the kidney· that they keep
be blood free of polsona and uric aeid

CREAM.

Rose water, 4 ounces; almond oil, 4
ounces; spermaceti, 1 ounce; white wax,
1 ounce.
Melt the almond oil, spermaceti and
white wax together, then take from the
fire and slowly add the rose water, beating until it mingles, and when quite cold
pack into jars.
Glycerine is employed as a basis in
It permany cosmetic preparations.
therefore
tissue and
meates auimal
not
it
does
but
makes a good medium,
When used, it
agree with all skins.
*hould be diluted with either rose or
orange tlower water.

A

Typical.
New England railway

luncheon in Boston:

Regarded

the Native· They Are

M

ALMOND MILK.

If powder is employed constantly it
will clog the pores and cause the flesh
The
to lose it· healthy color and tone.
best is pure rice powder, but it U very
difficult to obtain the genuine aricle.
One of the best that I know of is the following hygienic powder, which lias been
highly indorsed by a French physician:

man

said at

Fairy Talee.

I'OWDEB.

Farina starch, 50 grammes; powdered
lycopodium, 20 gramme»; powdered talcum, 20 gram men; saloi or boric acid, 10
grammes; pssence of violet, 20 drops.
Sift through a piece of silk gauze
several times and keep tightly covered.
The hair of a healthy person, whether
curly or straight, shows a vigor and a
live quality lacxing in the hair of sickly

persons.

If the circulation of the blood Is im-

worry, or over-fatigue,
(he hair first loses its glossy look, then
becomes brittle or too oily at the roots,
and falls out.
The bodily diseases which especially
affect the hair are all troubles of the
kidneva and antumia.
An excess of
uric acid in the blood often shows itself,
10 a dry and scaly condition of the scalp.
The hair shonld be washed thoroughly
at least once in ten day», and oftener if it
is exposer) to much dust.
The simplest shampoo is the best, and
coneista of pure castile soap cut up into
small pieces and boiled with a sufficient
quantity of water until the soap is completely dissolved and the mixture in cooling forms a jelly. After washing the
hair should be rinsed in many waters
and dried with warm towels, and if possible in the sun. Avoid hot air, electric
fans, and other mechanical drying machines, as they undoubtedly tend to
make the bair brittle.
The dry shampoo is made of one part
orris root, two parts corn starch, and a
few drops oi
perfume. The powder
should be rubbed through fine boltingcloth and then sprinkled over the hair.
It can be left on for a little while and
then very thoroughly brushed out. It
leaves the hair fluffy, pleasant to the
touch, and much easier to arrange, but
it is no way a substitute for the regular
shampoo, and a good washing should
follow It in a day or two.
If fifteen to thirty minutes are devoted
to the manipulation of the scalp every
day, a wonderful improvement will be
noticed in the condition of the hair.
This masaage should be given by another person, and should consist of a
scientific manipulation of the scalp, the
object being to increase the flow of
blood and stimulate the nourishment of
the hair. The bair should be loosened
and parted in the center, the operator's
fingers should be placed on either side
of the part and the fingers pushed into
the scalp.—Counteca of Warwick.

paired by illneen,

Once upon a time a large motor car
passed slowly through the city.
"Do not let that bother you," said
tbe landlord: "Your rent is only a fow
months overdue. There is no need for
you to pay it for a year or two."
It so happened that once upon a time
a man arrived at his home at 4 o'clock
in the morning in a most boisterous condition, and was greeted pleaaautly by
bis wife.
Once upon a time a waiter drew himself up haughtily and in deeply injured
tones, exclaimed; "Sir, it is against my
principles to accept tips. Your offer of
money is an insult."

"Sloppinger,

ESTATE

REAL

SALE

FOB

Dainty Diah.
No. 231. ONE or NORWAY'S REST up land
The Idea of eating rats is so repul- term·, why? Because (here are 200 aore* «trône
sive In us that we cannot imagine such soil, 50 acre* tillage, 75 timber land, bal., pa*,
a

driven to It by
Che people of Uganda,
starvation.
however, eat rats not from necessity,
The rat
hut because they like them.
of Uganda, however. Is very different
frciL thy little creature that gnaws
This rat is
holi'i In our cupboards.
ιηικΊ larger. It is more than a foot
i

thilly unless

one were

lung and is therefore quite
tia! ι nlnial and as well worth cooking
as ο .*ahbit.
TU· wonderful thing about this rat is
th:it It has two mouths, one behind the.
other. The tirst mouth has a pointed
rotlike nose and Is furnished with two
rows of shurp white teeth, with which
it bites off its food and passes it on to
a

substan-

the s3coud mouth, which is placed Just
above the throat. This mouth also has
two rows of teeth, but one long slender
tongue serves for both sets of grinders.
Itats are not only eaten in Uganda,
but they are regarded as a delicacy.
The king among his many retainers
has one whose duty it is to furnish the
royal table with rats. A rat catcher Is
not an exalted person usually, but in

300,000 fe< t pine an«l hemlock ready to cut,
large area growing ptoe from d to 12 Inches In
illameter, WO cord· poplar, sprue and oak, hundred· of conle mixed hardwoods; cute V) ton- oi
tree*; one
bay, orchard of 400 bald win apple with
tie up;
barn and llnter 40x50, another 3<»x40
with hay fork»; dwelling the thirl
ob
silo, barn*
Tueo'tay of 'uly, A. D. l.tiJ,l'art»,
at Mae
bulk- of the clock In the
cellar
and
«tone
two etorlea lo room·, spilt
forenoon, an 11* bear 1 thtr*
head, never falling water to buildings. Present on If they see cau*e :
owner keep· 22 head of cattle, hou», etc. Situated
lake and mounat Norway Centre,
tain·, only Ave miles to the village, one mile to
cburch and school, all rural convenience·. This
lea rare opportunity to sccure a lire upland
farm. Price 95,000.
No. 2M. JUST CONSIDER THE LOW PRICE Will
μν,ι
France» II.
for thl· S5 acre farm, located on main hlghw*)
byy m»™.
lrt acre* named.
only Ave mile* from Norway Village, l>eautlful
tillage, bal., wood and pasture, two
John F. Wood late of Pari' 'ι
•bore lota on lake, 60 young bearing apple tree·
·λ·, !
»·
an<l petition fur probate (be
to baldwln*. small fruit. Comfortable dwelling
u',|
and stable 24 χ 24 ft., pure water. Just the place Alice C. Wood, the executrix tht η·.:. nanu-i. 1
the
for
vlllxge
to rabe vegetable· and fruit
Sevla C. Berry late of
lllram,
market. Quick sale (1,000. See this before buypetition tororder to dlatrlbute balanceIcca··-!·
r.
,«·'
ing.
In# In hi·» han.U preeente
HOME?
OWN
THIS
NOT
WHY
No. Λ».
executor.
Located on a beautiful street In South Pari-,
ADDISON E. HKIIRICK.1 !.··
large lot of land that I* 5x14 rod* with 12 young
u.n
six
Λ truc copy—atten
thrifty apple trees on same *nd In bearing;J"* J<ι
ae-M
ALBKKT υ. Γ Λ UK,
room cottage hou^e connecting with «table
all
conwith
building·
feet; cellar under entire
venlencee to keep 200 hens. Buy at once and
save that rent bill ! Only èl,5CO.
turc;

equipped

overlooking

îKÎïîS^ffia'ffiîSiîrsii
s»!·»,
ÏSKirï-g!
»·»■·

Send for Catalogne.

The Dennis Pike Real Estate

Agency,

KILL the COUCH

AND

CURE

with

Dr.

THE

sense

LUNCS'

King's

No man was ever so much deceived
l\ nno'her :is |i^ himself. Orevllle.

απ 1.1

1

.11

Α.

Βλκεκ, Stani.kv M W:îki: ,;t.
We thank the ρ
of Oxford
County for past fa\ τ> a· : s 1 cit

New Discovery
FOR C8HSsH8 JSk.

continuance of same
tinue to give them
good protection αιυί
business deal.

AN Ρ ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

ot <

r
Λ

on·

::'orts,

,uare

FOLEY KIDNEY PUIS

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OR MONET REFUNDED.

COB

HMgllMATtSM ki:se>s as: B-AD-U

Never Bites;
Fresh Tobacco
Tobacco Does
Cut-up
Dry,
dries out of tobacco
can

Liquor, Opium, Morphine
ind other Drug Using.

For

SUCCESSFUL FOR 35 YEARS
and still the best because
keep up to date always

we

NO
Method* rational and humane.
SICKNESS. MENTAL DERANGEMENT
OR COLLAPSE.
We have remedies which cure the
Tobacco Habit and Nervoutneu at home
without interfering with business.
Send for Free

natural moisture
Only when the
Sickle plug, a/l the
into it. In the
in
a "bite" get
are pressed in and kept

moisture, flavor and fragrance Every pipeful you whittle
leaf wrapper.
a slow-burning,
by the natural
you always get
fresh—so
is
off the plug
smoke.
cool, sweet, satisfying
for y u. in
tobacco already cut up
If you want your
with dry tobacco, that
have to be content
you
packages,
and bites your tongue.
burns fast and hot,
own
smokers cut up th'ir
That's why experienced They get more t acco,
Sickle plug.
better t.bacco,
tobacco, from the
don't
pay for a package—and
because they
because it's always

fresh.

Slice ft as

3 Ounces

Booklet.

All Corrcipondence Confidential
in plain envelope.

us'o

you

it

The KEELEY INSTITUTE
151

Portland. Maine

Congress Street,

TELEPHONE 2224

the atmosphere you displace."

hardly
Blim, that

necessary for me to tell
you are the last man od
you,
earth I'd want to share a stateroom
with, but all the others on the boat are
"It's

For Sale.

cent

Bonds

—

Legal

for

Savings

Banks.
Maine & New Brunswick Electrical Power Co. 5 per cent Bonds.
Cumberland County Power ant!
taken."
"Yes, sir, I've read the manuscript of Light Co. 5 per cent Bonds and C
your story, and it's absolutely the rotper cent preferred stock.

tenest I ever waded through. Here it is.
You may leave the door open as you go
out."
"You muatn't mind my not asking
you to stay to dinner, Mrs. Happeudin;
there's just about enough roast beef for
own family."
"Yes, that's a

our

beautiful diamond,
Jack dear—if it is a diamond. Let me
see the jeweler's bill for it, please."
"Hawkins, you oughtn't to let the
barber cut your hair so short. It shows
the shape of your head."
"You needn't have brought the book
back at ail, Mrs. Luxmore; an soon as
you borrowed it I sent out and bought
another copy."
"Miggleewortb, old chap, talk to me
a while, won't you? I'm troubled with
insomnia."
"Dear Sir! In returning these sketches
to you we juggesttbat you quit trying
to break into tbe magazines. See if you
can't get a job in a sawmill."

Lewiston, Augusta & Watervillt

R. R. 6 per cent preferred stock.
Portland Electric Co. 6 per cenl
preferred stock—Legal for Saving!
Banks.
Other desirable bonds and stocks,

FREELAND HOWE, Jr.,
Pleasant Street,
MAINE

NORWAY,

FLOUR

Pianos

flour
light
and
—makes it tender
diand flaky and perfectly for
as good
gestible. Just
biscuits
bread and cakc and

and

Is famous

Organs

Pretty Compliment.

The American custom of giving banquets for nen only, and then allowing

are

them.

Send for

catalog.

W.J.Wheeler,
Billings' Block, South Paris.

LADIES' OXFORDS

the

cough.

you will need a pair
has many styles and

nake woman tbe slave of man," said tbe
iquare-jawed matron as she looked up
rom tbe newspaper.
"Why don't they enforce the law,
iben?" meekly asked Mr. Henpecke.

ΓΗΕ DIFFERENCE BETWEEN "THE
8UMMER GIRL" AND "THE SUMMER WOMAN."
While tbe former is having a "good

GRADE

PRINTING

PARKER'S

HAIR BALSAM

CImbm*
bnutin** tha ha
Pracaotaa
-Jxumnt grovth.
WoTtr Mil to Deitoro Onjl
Bmlr to lta YoathftU Color/1
Prorata hair falling:.
_

__

nervous,

qualities.

Ladies' Pat Button Oxford* I'atrician
Ladies'Dull Calf Button and Blncher Oxford Patrician
Indien' Russet Button and Bluchcr Oxford Patrician

Hebron

Academy

Founded

1B04.

Hebron, Maine.

■

South Paria, Me. I

3-5®

$Ι·5®

Ladies' Vici Oxfords Rubber Heels

A full line of Misses' and Children's Oxfords. Pumps
and Banfort Sandals.

W. 0.
South

Paris,

Frothingham,

Maine.

The Baldwin
····- The
The kind

Refrigerators

Cold, Dry Air Kind ....···
we

have sold for 15 years.

Have always given satisfaction.

PRICES $7.00,8.50, 11.50, 14.50.
Call

23-23

For Sale.

$3.00,

....

For Girla and Boj·. Send for catalogue.

1 two horse farm
wagon, long; 1 nice
meat cart, for one or two
horses; 1 good
piano; two organs; 1 large refrigerator;
1 medium
refrigerator; 1 horse, ail right,
β years old; new
and

S4 00
$3-5°
$3·5®

$3·®°
$2.50, 3·00
Ladies' Pat Dull Calf and Russet Pumps
Ladies' Dull Calf and Russet Button and Blucber Oxford $2.00, 2.25, 2.50

27-30

too often dragging
run down, tired out,
and
back
vitb aching
weary limbs, sleep' ess and wretched. Often it is kidney
kitchen, dining
1 rouble not female trouble and Foley
rooking chain.
Sidney Pills are a direct and positive
All kind· of second hand goods bought
' lelp for tbe condition. A. E. Shurtleff and sold.
Χ South Paris; S. E. Newell & Co.,
) 'aria.
ALBERT D. PARK,
,
27tf
Ime" the latter Is

, troond

soon

Ladies' Russet Button and Bluchcr Oxford M tyfair
Ladies'Dull Button and Blucber Oxford Mayfair

Examine tbe label and if

"Here Is a story of a Chicago woman
irbo says that present marriage laws

be here and
of Oxfords, my stock

Warm weather will

WANTED.

the medicine contains these harmful
opiates refuse It. Foley's Honey and
rar Compound contains no opiates, is
bealing and soothing. A. E. Shurtleff
Co., South Paris. S. E. Newell Λ Co.,
Paris.

baking.

—

lot of second hand organs that I will
at any old price.
Come in and

see

pie-crust

and whatever you
flour
And the mostcconomical
most
gives you
milled
loaves to the sack.
William
Your grocer keeps
time
next
it
on
Tell. Insist
flour.
you order

sell

Pills may cost the dealer more than a
Sleeping Car Apron.
cheap aubstitute, bat they give better
If you would be delightfully comfort- results than any other kidney and bladat the
able while traveling provide yourself der medicioe. Ask for Foley Kidney
with one of the new aprons. They are Pilla. A. E. Shurtleff Co., South Paris;
DEMOCRAT OFFICE.
made from silk and oretonne, with a S. E. Newell A Co., Paris.
rubber lining, and there are varions
Dora—That charming Miss Peach
pockets in which to stow away the necessary toilet articles. There is a large seems to have quite a number of eligible
the
robe.
for
the
When
nlgbt
pocket
young men in her train.
Dick—Yes, and one of these days
bag la opened out flat all of these pockets are disolosed, and it is a very aimple there's going to be a smasbup to that
Young rtock to pasture the coming
matter to select the necessities you may train, with only one survivor.
season.
desire without disturbing the others.
Don't nee a cough medicine containing
J. M. THAYER,
During the procesa of the toilet the
or morphine.
They constipate
îetf
Taris Hill, Me.
spron may be tied around the waiat with opium
v
the bowels aod do not cure, only stifle
ittin ribbons. To close the bag the

|

Μ λ ι:·

nsed.--London Tit-Bits.

If a substitute is offered you for Foley
Asparagus, tomato, cauliflower, string Kidney Pilla, it means a cheaper medibest
beets
the
and spinach, are
cine is pressed upon you for tbe dealer's
beans,
liked for cold service.
profit, not for yours. Foley Kidney HIGH

It ia always best to wash the baby's
srystals, that cause rheumatiam, awollen lead, face, mouth and tongne, before
iointa, baokaohe, urinary irregularities, putting it Into the bath, and to give It a
rod disturbed heart action. Try them. easpoonful of water to drink.
Κ,. Κ. Shurtleff Co., Sontb Pari·; S. E.
It is usually considered a difficult matffewell à Co., Paria.
1er to clean the baby's finger naila, but
some tissue paper Into a
Every man baa his price, bnt It Is )y folding
pointed end when using it, oalling
isoally so mnoh more than he la worth J ibarp
be baby'a attention to something else,
hat moat men never aell out.
his simple taak can be easily performed,
The agonlilng discomfort and sense of rhe paper Is ao soft it does not hnrt the
luffocatlon that accompany hay fever 1 ender flesh, yet It is sufficiently firm to
md aathma may be greatly alleviated by 1 emove every particle of dirt.
be uae of Foley'a Honey and Tar ComI have never found that there was
mand. It has a soothing effect on the t ruth In the old saying "A woman'a
η none linings, and relieves the gasping
tork Is never done." It may very easily
ind tickling aenaatlon In tb· throat and | >e done if the little household duties are
tronchlal tubes. A. E. Shurtleff Co., { aken up systematically and performed
loath Parla; S. Ε. Newell & Co., Parla. ( horonghlj at their proper time·.

J. Wheeler,

if

Alice—They get along beautifully together, don't they?
Maud—Yee, they can even bang
pictures together without quarreling.

Hinte.

»

of W.

Benedict—Oh.
a man?
I suppose It can be put that way,
but "tlattens" Is the word I've always

you'd

demanded the irate citizen.
"I thought it was juat a little political
disouuion," explained the policeman.

large, olosely packed bag.

placed by

W. J Wheeler & Co.
After July i, 1913.
Stanley M.
Wheeler will be taken to thé t" m
of W. J. Wheeler & L
comp^ed

ves.

New Pianos, Stools, Scarfs,
Instruction Books, Player pianos always in stock at prices
"Why didn't you arrest that man
when I denounced him as a pickpocket?" that are right

up-

All kinds of insurance

you bad juet a few 28-80
know what a gibbering idiot you are.1'
"I won't dispute your assertion, Kiljordan, but when I make a statement
City of Rockland Bonds to net 4
like that I want somebody to bave nerve
cent.
per
enough to tell me I'm a stupid, turtleRumford & Mexico Water Disheaded liar."
"When I look at you, Murdlestone, I trict 4 per cent Bonds—Tax exempt
Central Maine Power Co. 5 pei
can't belp wondering if you're worth

grains of

recent visit to New York, an opportunity
for a pretty compliment.
Lord Morley, at one of these banquets, looked up at the balcony glittering with lovely ladies and exclaimed:
"Ab, now I understand the meaning
of the Biblical phrase—"Thou madest
man a little lower than the angels."

per half is folded into the lower portion
ind drawn together with a silk oord.
The fellow travelers bless the woman
with one of these aprons, for her toilet
san be accomplished in half the time it
takes the others, who must fish Into a

INSURANCE.

NORWAY, ME.

Tel. 35-3

the banqueters'
wives,
hungry and
Second hand Pianos and Organs
Making Work Easier.
thirsty, to look down on the feast from for sale at a
Two square
bargain.
Ooe vital secret of making one's work a balcony—this custom may not be galeasier In hut weather is to buy food in lant, but it afforded Lord Morley, on bis
pianos I will sell at low price. A

Let the grocer and
small quantities.
butcher keep the food fresh in their big
ice boxes. Even if you have to make
more trips to them, you will save dollars
by not having to throw out spoiled
meats, vegetables and fruits.
Shun big roasts unless the family is
large; small steaks, chops, cutlets,
chicken croquettes, veal and beef loaves,
sweetbreads, kidney, heart and tenderloins,—these offer a great variety In the
way of preparation and are just as
wholesome and much cheaper than big
routa; but the lesa meat we eat in bot
weather the better for us. Many housewives only serve meat once a week during July and August. Eggs are the
most popular substitute.
Foreigners have learned the art of
serving vegetables cold with oil, vinegar,
chopped parsley and a hint of onion.

PROBATE NOTICE*.
To all person» lnt*re»te>l In
either of the
etute·
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, heM
« Pari», la
for the
aa<l
County of Oxford. on the thlnt Tuh».u»
of .June, In trie year of
our Lord one
nine hundred an·!
tbouitM
thirteen, the following matter
having l»een presented for the art!
η
hereinafter In'llcated, It 1*
hereby ouul·thereupoa
rkd
That notice thereof be given
to all
tereete«l, by causing a copy of thl» person» inorler
to be
publlehol three week»
«u.eeMlveiy |0 the
fori Democrat, a
newspaper pui.luV·! « <)χ.
Paile, In Nil·!
that they ir.av
County,
»n*ar
at a Probate Court
to tie heM at »11

•Inge broadens

a

"Tbe way some people talk, you'd
think that there were a thousand safety
appliances any one of which applied to
American trains, would abolish accident
and loss of life forever.
There are it is true an abundance of
safety devices for trains. These we are
testing one by one, just as fast as we
But very, very few of them prove,
can.
on a running train, to do the things they
do on paper.
"The average safety device, indeed,
recalls the widow who applied for outdoor relief.
"
'Yours is a sad case,' said tbe charity
agent. 'How did you lose your bus
band, ma'am?'
"
'He was killed, sir,' answered the
widow, 'while testin' a new safety" cowcatcher for the P. D. R. railroad.1

To every fifteen almond· (blanched)
add one saltspoonful of granulated sugar
Pound the nut· to a
to mix the oils.
powder, and while doing so add to every
fifteen nuts one gill of rose water until a
fine paste is produced. Cover and let
stand for twelve hours. Then add ten
drops of tinoture of benzoin.

HYGIENIC

By

Uganda he is looked upon with respect
and walks with an air of dignity. lie
goes out rat hunt lug dally and generally finds Ids game among the young
where
bad worked it as a wholly new problem. banana trees or in any place
Later it was learned that the winner of fallen fruit or berries may be found,
from for this is what the rat lives on. Slenthe prize wrote the solution
memory.
der shoots of bamboo or banana or
Thomson's failure to win tbe Camfruit and leaves are his food, and this
unusual
of
tbe
bridge honor bccauee
diet iuak^«_J;is-ίή*?ή tender and wholeillushis
competitors
memory of one of
trates an important class of a:cs !ΰ some.
which the examination system completeA Failing Moat Folk· Have.
ly collapses. Justus von Liebig, whose "Don't
you think every one onght to
father was compelled to remove him
from the gymnasium because of his In.k for the good In the world?"
"Yes. Itut Instead of looking for the
wretched work, attributed his failure in
the school to hie utter lack of auditory
fhe.r «eein to be looking for tho
I»>d
(IouHtou Post.
memory. lie could remember little that .'·<·< I (hint's
he beard. Tet bis teachers never disIn
Hi· View of It.
covered tliis.—Edgar James Swift,
Rond—Don't you realize that marHarper's Magazine.

the suppression of the secretions of the
sebaceous glands.
1 do not believe in using creams and
lotions unless one knows about them.
In making cold creams the manner of
manipulation is the same. The fats and
oils are put in a bain-marie (a doubleboiler) and warmed by gentle heat until
they can be smoothly mingled or creamed.
The following formula is the
simplest in a large collection:
HOSE

FRUIT FED RATS OF UGANDA.

N.

And

Dayton

See

36 MARKET SQUARE,

Them

^

Bolster Co.
SOUTH PARIS, ME

'Phone, 19-21.

